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When faced with a dilemma between believing what is supported by an impartial assessment of the evidence (e.
g., that one’s friend is guilty of a crime) and believing what would better fulfill a moral obligation (e.g., that the
friend is innocent), people often believe in line with the latter. But is this how people think beliefs ought to be
formed? We addressed this question across three studies and found that, across a diverse set of everyday situ
ations, people treat moral considerations as legitimate grounds for believing propositions that are unsupported
by objective, evidence-based reasoning. We further document two ways in which moral considerations affect
how people evaluate others’ beliefs. First, the moral value of a belief affects the evidential threshold required to
believe, such that morally beneficial beliefs demand less evidence than morally risky beliefs. Second, people
sometimes treat the moral value of a belief as an independent justification for belief, and on that basis, sometimes
prescribe evidentially poor beliefs to others. Together these results show that, in the folk ethics of belief, morality
can justify and demand motivated reasoning.

1. Introduction
In an early scene from Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice, sisters Jane
and Elizabeth Bennett review everything they know about their new
neighbors, Mr. and Miss Bingley. Though their evidence is the same,
they arrive at different conclusions: Jane finds Miss Bingley pleasing and
thinks her likely to be a charming neighbor; Elizabeth is far from
convinced. In this exchange and others, Elizabeth accuses Jane of being
too good: “You wish to think all the world respectable,” she insists
(Austen, 2001, p. 164). But which sister is believing as she should? Is it
Elizabeth, who takes herself to follow the evidence? Or is it Jane, who
gives others the benefit of the doubt?
This example illustrates the competition between evidential and nonevidential considerations in forming and evaluating beliefs. On some
philosophical views, beliefs are justified by evidence and evidence alone
(Clifford, 1877; Locke, 1690; Russell, 2013), such that “it is wrong

always, everywhere, and for anyone, to believe anything upon insuffi
cient evidence” (Clifford, 1877, para 17). So if Jane and Elizabeth have
the same evidence, they should arrive at the same belief, and that belief
should be based on their evidence alone. But others argue that what one
believes ought to be affected by what is morally good or prudent to
believe. For example, believing in God (James, 1937; Pascal, 1852),
giving a friend the benefit of the doubt (Stroud, 2006), or forming beliefs
about minorities that ignore salient race- or sex-based statistics (Basu,
2019; Bolinger, 2018), could be justified despite seeming to violate
normal evidentiary standards (see Bolinger, 2020, and Chignell, 2018,
for reviews). On these views, Jane might be justified in her optimistic
belief because moral or prudential considerations are on her side.
Furthermore, she might be justified in arriving at a different belief from
Elizabeth’s if – for example – Jane has a greater moral obligation to
wards Miss Bingley as a closer friend or relative, even though Jane and
Elizabeth’s evidence is the same.
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Gilovich, & Ross, 2004; Pronin, Lin, & Ross, 2002; West, Meserve, &
Stanovich, 2012). They also claim to prefer to hold beliefs that are
logical and based on evidence, with a recent survey reporting that the
majority of participants (78%) agreed with statements such as, “It is
important to me personally that I can justify my beliefs using rational
arguments and evidence” (Ståhl et al., 2016). Consistent with this,
people tend to update their beliefs when they discover errors or biases in
their reasoning (see Wegener, Silva, Petty, & Garcia-Marques, 2012, for
a review). Indeed, one limit to people’s tendency to form motivated
beliefs is an apparent desire to justify their beliefs with evidence (Kunda,
1990). Thus, even though people often engage in motivated reasoning,
they seem not to recognize that they do so, and think it would be bad if
they did reason that way (Epley & Gilovich, 2016; Kunda, 1990).
People’s desire for objective and impartial evidence-based reasoning
appears to extend to how they evaluate others. For instance, prior work
demonstrates that people often react negatively towards others they
think are biased (Kennedy & Pronin, 2008), illogical (Ståhl et al., 2016),
or wrong (Molnar & Loewenstein, 2020). People also tend to prefer that
others share their beliefs (Abelson, 1986; Golman, Loewenstein, Moene,
& Zarri, 2016; but see discussion in Gervais, 2014, and Heiphetz, Spelke,
& Young, 2015 for possible exceptions) and exhibit an “objectivity bias”
such that they assume that anyone who has the same information that
they do will form identical beliefs (Robinson, Keltner, Ward, & Ross,
1995; Rogers, Moore, & Norton, 2017; Ross & Ward, 1996). These
findings suggest that people are committed to strict, evidential norms for
belief, such that beliefs should be based on evidence and evidence alone,
with no role for loyalties or other commitments that might arise from
friendship or other social obligations that potentially differ across peo
ple. In other words, this line of reasoning – which motivates a large and
varied set of work in psychology – predicts that people ought to reject
motivated reasoning in others in all its forms.

In the current paper we take up the question of whether and how
non-evidential considerations influence people’s everyday evaluations
of others’ beliefs.1 In particular, we ask whether an individual’s moral
obligations to others influence how observers evaluate what that indi
vidual should believe. And if so, how do these moral considerations
interact with judgments of the individual’s evidence? The normative
counterparts to these questions have been hotly debated within
contemporary epistemology (Bolinger, 2020; Chignell, 2018), but rela
tively little is known about how people in fact tend to balance evidential
and non-evidential considerations when judging what they or others
ought to believe.
Addressing this lacuna in the psychology of belief evaluation is
important for a number of reasons. First, the norms that people endorse
for belief predict their evaluations of others. For instance, people who
moralize forming beliefs based on logic and evidence negatively eval
uate others they suspect of holding illogical or non-evidential beliefs
(Ståhl, Zaal, & Skitka, 2016). Second, norms for belief appear to affect
how people form and update beliefs of their own. For instance, people
who believe that they and others ought to reason in actively openminded ways tend to have more scientific and fewer superstitious be
liefs (Pennycook, Cheyne, Koehler, & Fugelsang, 2020). Thus, if it is the
case that people endorse non-evidential norms for belief, especially
norms that justify or demand motivated reasoning, this could help
explain why people hold motivated beliefs in the first place (Cohen,
1981; Koehler, 1996), and sometimes tolerate them in others. We return
to these points in the General Discussion. Below, we review prior work
on how people evaluate beliefs and then set the stage for our inquiry.
1.1. The case for evidence-based norms on belief
The dominant view in epistemology and the philosophy of science is
that beliefs are only justified if they are in proportion to, and based on,
evidence (see Chignell, 2018, and Douglas, 2016, for reviews). In theory,
evidence-based reasoning is the best way to acquire knowledge, and
knowledge in turn forms the basis for optimal behavior (see discussion
in Baron, 2008; Clifford, 1877; Foley, 1987; Milkman, Chugh, &
Bazerman, 2009). And indeed, in practice, people who unbiasedly
search for evidence, and change their mind when they acquire it, tend to
perform better on problem solving tasks and have more accurate beliefs
than those who do not (e.g., Baron, 2019; Haran, Ritov, & Mellers, 2013;
Pennycook et al., 2020; Stanovich & West, 1998).
A large body of research suggests that lay people also treat impartial,
evidence-based reasoning as the only legitimate basis for forming be
liefs. For instance, people typically judge that their beliefs reflect an
objective and impartial assessment of the evidence (Ross & Ward, 1996).
Even when people acknowledge that, in principle, they and others are
likely to be biased (e.g., that people similar to them tend to be overly
optimistic or let their identities affect their judgment), they often deny
that they were influenced by these biases when asked about any
particular judgment that they have made (Ehrlinger, Gilovich, & Ross,
2005; Hansen, Gerbasi, Todorov, Kruse, & Pronin, 2014; Pronin,

1.2. The case for moral encroachment on belief evaluation
Despite the findings reviewed above, there are reasons to think that
moral considerations enjoy a special status during belief evaluation. A
growing body of work suggests that moral values, such as concerns
about harm, justice, respect, or loyalty, play a cardinal role in people’s
lives, holding a protected status that outweighs and resists comparison
to nonmoral considerations (Baron & Spranca, 1997; Tetlock, Kristel,
Beth, Green, & Lerner, 2000). Consistent with this idea, moral virtues,
such as being loyal, just, or kind, are seen as more important to judging
someone’s character than are epistemic virtues, such as being logical or
intelligent (Goodwin, Piazza, & Rozin, 2014), and may be central to
judgments of personal identity as well (Strohminger, Knobe, & Newman,
2017). Thus, if holding an evidence-based belief would cause harm or
signal disloyalty relative to a non-evidential belief, people may recom
mend that others adopt the non-evidential, morally admirable alterna
tive. In other words, if people treat morality as a legitimate basis for
belief, they may judge Jane Bennett in the right, and Elizabeth in the
wrong.
As noted above, one reason to adopt accurate and evidence-based
beliefs is that they often generate optimal behavior (Baron, 2008; Clif
ford, 1877). However, inaccurate beliefs can also sometimes be useful.
Being overly optimistic can make someone happier (Carver & Scheier,
2014) or motivate them in academics (e.g., Multon, Brown, & Lent,
1991), athletics (e.g., Moritz, Feltz, Fahrbach, & Mack, 2000), or per
sonal health (e.g., Holden, 1991; see Bandura & Locke, 2003, for a re
view). Even lying to oneself can be helpful, as people are better at
deceiving others when they have self-deceived (Schwardmann & van der
Weele, 2019). If observers believe that unrealistic optimism or selfdeception could have positive downstream consequences for the
believer or for those around them, then they may associate that belief
with moral value and prescribe it to others on that basis.
Consistent with this reasoning, Tenney, Logg, and Moore (2015)
found that many people believe that optimism improves motivation and

1
By “belief” we have in mind a mental state constituted by an attitude of
assent to, or endorsement of, some proposition. People possess a rich concep
tion of belief. For instance, people commonly use beliefs to explain behavior
(Malle, 2004). They also believe that beliefs are caused by information about
objective reality (e.g., Ross & Ward, 1996), are voluntarily controllable (Cusi
mano & Goodwin, 2019), are less controllable in the face of strong evidence
(Cusimano & Goodwin, 2020), and affect other mental states such as motivation
(Tenney et al., 2015), to name a few (c.f. D’Andrade, 1987). Features of this lay
concept may vary across cultures or depart from expert theories of belief. For
instance, while cognitive scientists generally agree that beliefs are uncontrol
lable (e.g., Epley & Gilovich, 2016), lay people in the United States tend to
think that they are controllable (Cusimano & Goodwin, 2019). We assume here
that our participants′ intuitive concepts of belief share the properties identified
in the work cited above.
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so can help people fulfill their goals. Tenney et al. (2015) asked par
ticipants what someone should believe either when that person was
deliberating about what decision to make or after she had made her
decision and now needed motivation to follow through. Participants
reported that she should be overly-optimistic after deciding on a course
of action (when optimism would be motivating and useful), but not
when deliberating, consistent with the notion that people prescribe
optimism in part based on whether they think it will benefit the believer
(see also Armor, Massey, & Sackett, 2008). While this study provides a
promising demonstration that people will prescribe non-evidential
belief, it is technically consistent with a portrait of purely evidencebased belief evaluation. Participants may have inferred that someone
who decided on a course of action had more evidence that licensed
optimism relative to someone who was still deliberating about what to
do. It is also possible that people interpret self-fulfilling beliefs as
evidentially self-fulfilling, given that adopting a motivating belief pro
vides additional reason to predict the outcome that the belief is about.
Because Tenney et al.’s studies did not stipulate or measure the evidence
available to each agent across cases, participants may have prescribed
beliefs that they took to be best supported by the evidence. These studies
are therefore silent on the question of whether people endorse nonevidential norms for belief. However, they nicely demonstrate that ob
servers readily reason about the downstream consequences of belief, and
thus set the stage to test whether people will prioritize these conse
quences over the evidence.
Beyond the downstream consequences of belief, beliefs could also
have intrinsic value that warrants adopting or avoiding them. For
instance, an evidence-based belief may be morally bad because it con
stitutes a form of disloyalty towards one’s friends or family (of whom
one is supposed to think well; c.f. Cohen & Rozin, 2001; Keller, 2004;
McManus, Kleiman-Weiner, & Young, 2020; Stroud, 2006). Alterna
tively, as some philosophers have argued, making race- or sex-based
inferences may fail to treat minorities with due respect, even when
they are based on evidence (e.g., Basu, 2019; but see Gardiner, 2018).
Some work has shown that people will disregard certain kinds of evi
dence when making decisions, such as when it would lead them to
convict someone of a crime based on statistical evidence (Nesson, 1985;
Wells, 1992) or when relevant statistical evidence is caused by racebased inequality or discrimination (Tetlock et al., 2000). This work
raises the possibility that people think others ought to ignore evidence
when reasoning about what to believe as well.
However, while people may endorse dismissing evidence in certain
decision-making contexts, it is not clear that they think evidence ought
to be dismissed when forming beliefs. Cao, Kleiman-Weiner, and Banaji
(2019) report that people will condemn certain beliefs as unjustified
even though, by the participant’s own lights, those beliefs are consistent
with the evidence. For instance, many people will infer that a surgeon is
more likely to be male than female, which is consistent with Bayesian
reasoning given unequal base rates favoring men. However, when told
that another person believes the same thing, people will condemn that
person’s belief. People may do this because the belief violates a moral
norm to which they are more sensitive when evaluating others than
themselves, an interpretation consistent with our hypothesis. However,
as the authors note, people may have condemned others because they
assumed that those others formed their beliefs in an evidentially poor
way (e.g., baseless sexist assumptions) rather than via (their own)
rational reasoning. In this case, people’s condemnation would be
consistent with the thesis that people evaluate beliefs on the basis of how
well people’s beliefs reflect their evidence.
In sum, prior work provides preliminary evidence that people eval
uate others’ beliefs in part based on how expedient or morally offensive
those beliefs are. However, because this work has neither controlled for,
nor directly measured, the evidential status of the beliefs in question, it
is ultimately inconclusive with respect to whether people prescribe
motivated beliefs. We address this limitation in the studies reported
below. Beyond this methodological issue, however, prior work has not

addressed the question of precisely how evidential and non-evidential
norms interact when people evaluate beliefs. Investigating this is the
second major contribution of this paper, to which we now turn.
1.3. Two ways morality could license motivated belief
We will call the discrepancy between what someone ought to believe
based on an objective assessment of the evidence and what someone
ought to believe when taking into account other (in this case, moral)
considerations “prescribed motivated reasoning.” However, observing
that people prescribe motivated reasoning raises the question of exactly
how people think moral considerations interact with evidentiary ones.
Epistemologists and moral philosophers have argued that there are two
potential (non-exclusive) ways that concerns about the moral value of a
belief could justify motivated reasoning. These two routes by which
morality can influence belief are derived by distinguishing between two
kinds of evaluations that people typically make of their own and others’
beliefs during belief formation (Fig. 1). First, people assess whether they
or the other person has sufficient evidence for a belief. This may then be
one of several inputs into a second, all-things-considered normative
evaluation of the belief, which determines whether the belief is, on the
whole, justified, permissible, or otherwise good. In principle, moral
considerations could impact people’s evaluations of others’ beliefs at
either of these points (Bolinger, 2020; Kim & McGrath, 2019, inter alia;
Pace, 2011). That is, morality could influence a belief’s quality by
changing what counts as “sufficient evidence” for belief (e.g., as pro
posed by Bolinger, 2018; James, 1937; Pace, 2011) or by weighing
moral considerations directly against evidentiary ones (e.g., Pascal,
1852; Stroud, 2006). We motivate each of these ideas below.
To motivate the idea that moral considerations could influence what
constitutes sufficient evidence, we turn to prior work on belief formation
that has investigated how people set a criterion for how much evidence
is considered sufficient before stopping inquiry. This work finds that
what people set as the proper standard of evidence for a belief varies
across people and contexts (Kruglanski, 2004; Kruglanski & Webster,
1996; Mayseless & Kruglanski, 1987). For instance, when people must
make a decision quickly, they will weigh sparse evidence more heavily
and feel justified adopting a belief on the basis of less total information
(Kruglanski & Freund, 1983). However, when it is important to form an
accurate belief (as opposed to withholding belief), the same evidence
will result in lower confidence and a longer time before acceptance
(Mayseless & Kruglanski, 1987). This is one way that people can form
beliefs on varying amounts of evidence, yet still think that their beliefs
are all supported by “sufficient” evidence. In principle, altering one’s
decision criterion across contexts reflects a rational way to allocate

Fig. 1. Moral values could affect what beliefs people prescribe to others in two
ways. According to the “evidence criterion shifting” hypothesis, morality gen
erates an evidential double-standard for morally beneficial vs risky beliefs.
According to the “alternative justification” hypothesis, moral benefit results in
prescribed motivated belief by justifying belief on non-evidential grounds.
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attentional resources when faced with many decisions (McAllister,
Mitchell, & Beach, 1979) and, consistent with this rational analysis,
people evaluate others’ beliefs in light of these risk-dependent evidential
standards (e.g., McAllister et al., 1979; Pinillos, 2012). In practice,
however, this often results in pernicious double-standards such that
people set lower thresholds for evidence for desired beliefs than they do
for undesired beliefs (Ditto & Lopez, 1992). This in turn facilitates
motivated reasoning even while people believe that they are forming
beliefs in an evidentially-admirable way (Ditto & Lopez, 1992; Gilovich,
1991). We hypothesize that it is precisely this kind of double-standard
threshold-shifting that people will sometimes knowingly, morally pre
scribe, and we refer to this as the “evidence criterion shifting
hypothesis.”
According to the evidence criterion shifting hypothesis, people will
hold others to higher standards of evidence for adopting morally risky
beliefs but lower standards of evidence for adopting morally beneficial
beliefs (see Bolinger, 2020, for a review of recent normative theories
defending this double-standard reasoning). For instance, if people
believe that friends are obligated to give each other “the benefit of the
doubt,” then they may judge that, when it is somewhat ambiguous
whether a person did something bad or not, a loyal friend has to collect a
lot of evidence before forming a negative belief about them, but only a
little evidence before forming a positive belief about them, relative to a
neutral observer. Critically, this would not be because the believer has
greater prior confidence that her friend is innocent. A neutral observer,
who lacked a moral obligation to be loyal but who had all the same
information, would be permitted (and likely expected) to have a sym
metrical criterion for forming positive or negative beliefs about the
person in question.
The second (but not incompatible) way in which moral consider
ations could affect people’s evaluations of others’ belief, also depicted in
Fig. 1, is by providing an “alternative justification” for belief. On this
account, when deciding what others ought to believe, people weigh
moral considerations against other qualities of the belief, including
whether there is sufficient evidence for it. Thus, holding constant ob
servers’ judgments that someone has sufficient or insufficient evidence
for belief, they may decide whether someone ought to form a belief on
the basis of whether it would be morally beneficial to do so. Keeping
with our introductory example, Jane could subscribe to the idea that a
moral obligation to see the best in others justifies believing them
charming and kind, even when that belief is clearly inconsistent with, or
challenged by, the evidence (Stroud, 2006).
The evidence criterion shifting hypothesis and the alternative justi
fication hypothesis generate unique predictions about how evidential
and non-evidential concerns interact with each other. According to the
alternative justification hypothesis, moral considerations are weighed
against the evidentiary status of a belief such that adopting the morally
beneficial belief may demand that someone sacrifice their duty to adopt
a belief that is supported by the evidence. By contrast, according to the
evidence criterion shifting hypothesis, it is possible for morality to affect
belief prescription while simultaneously fulfilling an obligation to only
believe what one has “sufficient evidence” to believe (James, 1937;
Pace, 2011). However, they can also operate in parallel. It is therefore
possible that people believe that moral considerations affect both the
evidentiary status of beliefs as well as their overall quality, only one of
these, or neither of them (and therefore that morality plays no legitimate
role in evaluating what someone ought to believe). The studies below
were capable of adjudicating between each of these possibilities.

to others. Yet, there is uncertainty regarding whether people think
motivated reasoning is ever a permissible way to form a belief, and
about how evidential and non-evidential considerations interact when
people evaluate beliefs. We hypothesize that people evaluate others’
beliefs in part based on their moral quality – including how harmful or
constructive the belief is, and how respectful or loyal the belief is –
thereby predicting that people will sometimes report that another per
son ought to engage in motivated reasoning. Our studies are further
designed to identify how moral considerations impact people’s belief
prescriptions – through “evidence criterion shifting” or an “alternative
justification.”
To this end, we provided participants with vignettes in which the
objective evidence favors one belief (e.g., that a friend is guilty) but
some salient moral consideration favors the opposing belief (e.g., that
the friend is innocent). If people demand that others form evidencebased beliefs, then they should prescribe beliefs that exactly corre
spond to an objective assessment of the evidence. Moreover, they should
not judge two people who form beliefs based on the same evidence any
differently, even if those individuals vary in whether they have strong
moral reasons to adopt a particular belief unsupported by the evidence.
However, if people evaluate others’ beliefs based in part on moral
considerations, then they will prescribe beliefs that deviate from an
objective evaluation of the believer’s evidence towards the morally
beneficial belief. Our vignettes have one other notable feature; namely,
that they describe situations, and make salient moral considerations,
that are both common in everyday life and relevant to prior work doc
umenting motivated reasoning. Thus, if we observe that participants
prescribe motivated reasoning to the characters in these stories, we have
some reason to think that they similarly export these prescriptions to the
real people they think about in their real lives.
A major challenge in addressing our research questions is varying the
perceived moral demands on someone’s belief while holding evidence
constant. Across our studies we do this in two distinct ways. In Study 1,
we compared participants’ prospective judgments about what someone
ought to believe when evidence and moral demands conflict with their
judgments of what an objective, “advanced AI” (that is not subject to
moral demands) would believe based on that person’s total evidence. In
Studies 2 and 3, participants made retrospective evaluations about be
liefs formed by two individuals who differ in how socially close they are
to someone (and therefore how subject they are to moral demands to
think well of that person). To equalize the evidence held by each indi
vidual, the two individuals shared all of their evidence with each other
before each forming the same belief (either on the basis of their shared
evidence or despite it). Table 1 summarizes how we operationalized
prescribed motivated reasoning, evidence criterion shifting, and alter
native justification within each of these designs. Across all studies, we
consistently document that people (i) prescribe beliefs that depart from
what a more objective observer would believe, (ii) evaluate the
evidential quality of a belief differently based on the belief’s moral
qualities, and (iii), in some circumstances, prescribe beliefs that they
indicate the believer lacks evidence for.
1.5. Transparency
All sample sizes, exclusion criteria, and statistical analyses were
preregistered. All analyses are reported as either planned or exploratory.
All sample sizes represent the number of participants who completed the
study and passed exclusion criteria. Participants recruited for one study
were excluded from participating in any of the other studies. All studies
were conducted using jspsych (de Leeuw, 2015). The JavaScript code
used to run these studies, data, analyses (annotated R scripts), and preregistrations for each study are available on OSF: https://osf.io/ygpr8/.
All studies reported in this paper were approved by the Office of
Research Ethics at Princeton University.

1.4. The current studies
To summarize: Past work has documented that people often engage
in motivated reasoning despite subscribing to what appear to be
evidential norms for belief. At the same time, people weigh moral con
siderations heavily when they evaluate others’ behavior and character,
and moreover, in some cases, people prescribe overly-optimistic beliefs
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beliefs consistent with the evidence for each believer, as well as their
endorsement of the relevant moral norm for each vignette.

Table 1
Operationalizations for prescribed motivated reasoning, evidence criterion
shifting, and alternative justification in Studies 1–3. The optimistic belief refers
to the belief favored by moral considerations (e.g., believing that a friend is
innocent).
Moral influences
on belief
evaluation

Study 1

Studies 2–3

Prescribed
motivated
reasoning

Indicating that a person ought
to adopt a belief that is more
optimistic than the belief that
it would be most accurate for
that person to believe based
on their evidence.

An overly-optimistic belief is
judged more justified and
permissible for a morallymotivated believer than for a
believer motivated by a mere
preference, even though their
evidence is the same.
Likewise, an evidence-based
belief is judged to be less
justified and permissible for a
believer who has a moral
reason to be overly-optimistic
than for a believer who has a
mere preference to be overlyoptimistic.
An overly-optimistic belief is
more likely to be judged to
meet the criterion for
“sufficient evidence” for a
morally-motivated believer
than for a believer motivated
by a mere preference, even
though their evidence is the
same. Likewise, an evidencebased belief is less likely to be
judged to meet this criterion
for a believer who has a moral
reason to be overly-optimistic
than for a believer who has a
mere preference to be overlyoptimistic.
Whether the moral quality of
belief predicts how justified
and permissible the belief is
judged to be after accounting
for its evidential quality.

Evidence
criterion
shifting

Indicating that some
optimistic beliefs are
consistent with the evidence
for a person subject to moral
constraints, but not for an
objective AI who has the same
evidence.

Alternative
justification

Indicating that a person ought
to believe something that falls
outside of the range of beliefs
consistent with that person’s
evidence.

2.1. Methods
2.1.1. Participants
We recruited 839 adults (441 reported female, 395 reported male, 3
unreported, mean age 38 years) from Amazon Mechanical Turk
(MTurk). An additional 144 participants were excluded for failing at
least one of three comprehension questions (described below). For all
studies, participation was restricted to users with a US-based IP address
and a 95% approval rating based on at least 500 prior tasks.
2.1.2. Stimuli
Prior work in psychology, moral philosophy, and epistemology has
produced a catalog of mundane situations in which moral considerations
plausibly override what one ought to believe on the basis of impartially
evaluating the evidence (see e.g., Basu, 2019; Bolinger, 2018, 2020; Cao
et al., 2019; Pace, 2011; Stroud, 2006). We generated six vignettes
which comprise a diverse and representative set of cases from this
literature (see Table 2). Two vignettes investigate cases in which
someone possesses base-rate information about someone based on their
sex or race (Race, Sex). The remaining vignettes look at instances in
which someone’s relationship with another person generates social ob
ligations to remain optimistic in the face of pessimistic circumstances. In
“Friend,” someone learns that his childhood friend is under investigation
for drug possession. In “Marriage,” a newlywed husband learns that the
base rate of divorce for his demographic is 70%. And in “Cancer,”
someone learns that her husband has been diagnosed with a rare cancer
from which few recover. We reasoned that each of these vignettes would
generate conflicts between what the evidence warranted and what social
obligations demanded. And finally, in “Bully,” a teacher gains evidence
that a student is (and will continue to be) a poorly behaved bully;
however, she knows that the belief she adopts will have implications for
his future success as a student. We reasoned that, if we observe evidence
for prescribed motivated reasoning in many of these cases, this would
reflect a broad tendency for people to integrate moral considerations
into their evaluation of belief rather than reflecting idiosyncratic fea
tures of any individual vignette.
2.1.3. Procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to read one of the six vignettes
described in Table 2. All vignettes featured situations in which the main
character acquires strong but inconclusive evidence for a proposition
that they have a moral reason to reject. For instance, in “Friend,” the
main character, Adam, learns that his childhood friend John is under
investigation after cocaine was found in his dorm room:

2. Study 1
Study 1 had two primary aims. The first aim was to test the hy
pothesis that, when a particular belief is morally preferable, people
sometimes prescribe motivated reasoning – that is, they maintain that a
person ought to hold a belief that differs from an impartial belief based
on the same evidence. The second aim was to determine whether the
influence of moral considerations occurs by the provision of an alter
native justification for belief or through evidence criterion shifting.
Participants read one of six vignettes designed to pit moral consid
erations against evidential ones (see discussion below and overview in
Table 2). After reading their assigned vignette, participants reported
what a perfectly objective, impartial, and rational observer would
believe (in this study, an “advanced artificial intelligence” with all the
evidence held by the main character of the vignette). Participants then
reported what the main character in the vignette (who is more likely to
be subject to moral obligations) ought to believe. We reasoned that
discrepancies between these two believers, in favor of morally-beneficial
optimism, would reflect participants legitimizing morality’s influence
on belief, whereas correspondence would reflect a commitment to
impartial evidence-based reasoning. Indeed, by pitting moral reasons
against evidentiary ones, we can infer that, if people prescribe morallybeneficial beliefs, it is not because they did so on the basis of the evi
dence. To help us assess the alternative justification and evidence cri
terion shifting hypotheses, participants also indicated the range of

Adam and John grew up together on the same block and attended the
same elementary school, middle school, and high school.
Throughout this time, they were very good friends. They helped each
other in school and supported each other in hard times. After high
school, they started college at different schools at opposite ends of
the country. Even though they no longer saw each other, they kept in
touch by talking on the phone a couple times a month. They both
continued to think of each other as close friends. A few months after
starting college, Adam learns from a mutual friend that John is in
trouble at his college. Apparently, the campus police found a small
bag of cocaine in John’s dorm room and are now investigating him
for known possession of a controlled substance.
John insists to Adam that he is innocent and that, because they are
friends, he ought to trust him:
When Adam asks John about the rumor, John admits that he is being
investigated but then says, “I know it looks bad but please believe me
that it isn’t mine. You’re one of my closest friends and I need
5
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thought that this person was most likely to believe. For instance, in the
Friend vignette, participants read, “Taking into account Adam’s expe
riences with John growing up, as well as all the other things that Adam
has learned about John’s situation right now (including all the rumors
he has heard), what do you think Adam is most likely to believe about
John’s innocence?” Participants were further instructed to indicate what
they think is most likely regardless of what they think the character
ought to believe. Participants responded to this question using a slider
representing the subjective probability towards a proposition (e.g.,
“John is innocent”) anchored at 0% and 100% with 5% intervals. After
responding to this question, participants were told, “You just indicated
what you think [Adam] is most likely going to believe in this situation.
All the remaining questions will ask you to make different judgments
about [Adam]’s situation and his beliefs.” We took these steps to ensure
that participants did not confuse subsequent prescriptive judgments as
questions that were asking them to predict how biased the main char
acter was likely to be.

Table 2
Overview of six vignettes used in Studies 1–3.
Vignette

Belief

Evidence

Moral
consideration

Study

Bully

New student
will behave
poorly
tomorrow.1
Husband will
survive his
cancer.

Behaved poorly on
first day of class.
Older siblings were
poorly-behaved.
Studies show that
only 15% of those
diagnosed live past
1 year.
Study showing that
70% of similar
marriages end in
divorce.

Obligation to treat
every student as
having high
potential.
Optimism will
improve wellbeing for husband
and family.
Vowed life-long
commitment.
Optimism
facilitates a better
relationship.
Friend requests
benefit of the
doubt, loyalty to
friend demands
trust.
Respecting others
demands you do
not judge based
on group
statistics.
Respecting others
demands you do
not judge based
on group
statistics.

1, 2

Cancer

Marriage

Main character
and wife will
eventually
divorce.1

Friend

Friend is not
guilty of
possessing
cocaine.

Race

Approaching
Black man is
dangerous.1

Sex

Approaching
woman is
surgeon rather
than nurse.

Drugs found in
dorm room, rumors
of friend
associating with
drug dealers.
In this
neighborhood, 80%
of young. Black
men are in a
dangerous gang.
In this particular
practice, 90% of
surgeons are male.

1, 2

1, 2,
3

1, 2

2.1.3.2. Most accurate estimate. Participants then reported the most
accurate estimate the main character could make in light of the evidence
they have. To estimate what would be objectively most accurate, par
ticipants were told to imagine that the main character’s mind was
uploaded to an advanced AI that is able to “detect, catalog, and syn
thesize” all of the character’s information and experiences. For instance,
in the Friend vignette, participants read:

1

1

Imagine that Adam gets his brain scanned by an advanced artificial
intelligence (AI). This AI is able to detect, catalog, and synthesize all of
Adam’s experiences with John growing up, as well as all the other
things that Adam has learned about John’s situation right now
(including all the rumors he has heard). This AI is able to simulate
what a perfectly detached perceiver would estimate based solely on the
information downloaded from Adam’s brain (including Adam’s be
liefs, memories, and emotions). What do you think that this
advanced AI would estimate about the probability that John is
innocent (i.e., that the cocaine found in his dorm was not his) based
solely on the information it downloaded from Adam’s brain?

Note. Half of the vignettes used beliefs that stated pessimistic outcomes (marked
by 1 above). In the analyses below, participants responses to these items were
reversed so that greater endorsement was optimistic, matching the other
vignettes.

someone on my side”. Adam and John smoked marijuana together in
high school, but Adam has never seen John do any hard drugs before.
However, Adam later gains evidence that John is guilty:
Over the next few days, Adam learns more about John’s situation
from some mutual friends who attend John’s school. Adam learns
that John does not share his dorm room with anyone else at his
school. Additionally, people have seen John hanging around known
drug dealers off campus. And lastly, John’s class attendance has been
poor since the semester began. Although everyone is speculating
about whether John is guilty or innocent, the case will not be settled
for a couple of months.2

Participants then reported their answer on the same 0–100% scale
that they used on the previous page. Throughout the rest of the study, we
yoked together the main character and AI when referring to this esti
mate. For instance, on subsequent screens, participants would read
statements like the following, “You have just indicated that, based on the
evidence that the advanced AI/Adam has, the best estimate that John is
innocent is X%” (where X would correspond to the value they had re
ported as being most accurate). We did so in order to reinforce the idea
that this estimate applied to the main character too, and thus deviation
from this estimate would entail biased or inaccurate reasoning.

At the end of each vignette, participants were told that the main
character (e.g., Adam) is wondering what to believe and is weighing
everything they have recently learned, which suggests a pessimistic
belief, as well as what they have moral reason to believe, which suggests
an optimistic belief.

2.1.3.3. Evidence-based bounds on belief. Next, participants reported the
most optimistic and most pessimistic estimates that could be considered
“consistent with” and “based on” the evidence available. For instance, if
the participant had just reported that the best estimate is 30%, then they
would have read:

2.1.3.1. Attributions of bias. Immediately after being told that the main
character is wondering what to believe, participants reported what they

You have just indicated that, based on the evidence that the
advanced AI/Adam has, the best estimate that John is innocent is
30%. There is some uncertainty in this estimate based on the evi
dence available. In light of this, the advanced AI can also compute
the most pessimistic (i.e., the lowest probability that John is inno
cent) and the most optimistic (i.e., the highest probability that John
is innocent) estimates based on the evidence available.

2
We presented the story across several pages to make it easier to read.
Comprehension questions were shown between important breaks in the story.
For instance, in the Friend scenario presented here, participants answered two
questions following the first major paragraph quoted above (Q1: How long have
Adam and John been friends? A1: Since elementary school, Q2: What happened
after high school (when they started college)? A2: They remained good friends).
After reading that Adam and John spoke to each other, participants answered
another question (Q3: What did the campus police apparently discover in
John’s dorm room? A3: Cocaine). We followed this general structure for all
scenarios. See Supplemental Materials and materials on OSF for full text of the
stories and comprehension questions.

Participants were instructed to report what these estimates would be
“if the advanced AI made sure its estimates are based on, and consistent
with, all the information that it has from [character’s] brain.” A 0%–
100% range input appeared below containing three slider handles (see
6
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Fig. 2. Method used to measure normative judgments in Study 1. Once a participant selected a most accurate estimate (a), this estimate was used to anchor all
subsequent responses.

Fig. 2). One handle was immovable and set to the estimate they had
indicated to be most accurate. Up to 15%-points to the left and right
were two handles that represented evidence-bound pessimism and
optimism.3 Participants could move these handles in five-point in
crements from the anchors (0% or 100%) to the “most accurate” value
handle. After participants submitted their judgments for the AI, in
structions appeared below directing the participant to now report what
the evidence-based bounds would be for the main character (e.g.,
Adam). We used the deviation between participants’ estimates for the AI
and the character as a measure of the evidence criterion shifting
hypothesis.

hypothesis.
2.1.3.5. Moral quality of the belief. On the next screen, participants re
ported their agreement with a series of statements about the moral value
of the main character’s beliefs in the vignette. Two statements measured
commitment to the moral norm we hypothesized would be most oper
ative in the vignette (e.g., “All else being equal, it is morally good to give
your friend the benefit of the doubt”). Participants reported their
agreement on a 7-point scale (anchored at “strongly disagree” and
“strongly agree”). Intermingled with these questions were two distractor
items about how pragmatically beneficial an optimistic belief would be
in these situations (e.g., “It would make Adam feel good to believe that
John is innocent”). As per our pre-registration, we treated these as dis
tractor items and did not analyze them. See Appendix A for a list of all of
the items across the six vignettes.
Finally, participants reported their sex and age and were debriefed.

2.1.3.4. Ought to believe. On the next page, participants reported what
the main character ought to believe. The default slider value was set to
the “most accurate” estimate that the participant had previously pro
vided. We operationalized prescribed motivated reasoning as deviation
from this anchor in the direction of the morally preferable anchor.
Furthermore, we considered ought judgments that fell outside of the
range consistent with the character’s evidence, which participants had
provided on the prior screen, as evidence for the alternative justification

2.2. Results
We first transformed participants’ responses so that, for all vignettes,
higher probability estimates reflected more optimistic/morally desir
able beliefs and lower estimates reflected more pessimistic/morally
undesirable beliefs. We also averaged together the two moral

3
If the participant provided a “most accurate” estimate that was 15% or less
away from one of the scale anchors (0% or 100%), then the evidence bound
slider was set equal to the scale anchor. It could still be moved between the
anchor and the most accurate estimate. If the participant set the most accurate
estimate to 0% or 100% then the relevant evidence-bound anchor was set equal
to the most accurate estimate and could not be moved.
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Table 3
Means (and standard deviations) for all main dependent measures in Study 1
Vignette

Moral quality

Most accurate

Should believe

Bully
Cancer
Friend
Marriage
Race
Sex
Overall

4.91 (1.05)
5.05 (0.97)
4.35 (1.00)
5.26 (0.84)
5.01 (1.08)
4.90 (1.07)
4.91 (1.04)

17
24
39
49
30
30
31

25
36
44
68
39
31
41

(16)
(20)
(26)
(20)
(19)
(24)
(23)

(20)a
(31)a
(24)a
(27)a
(22)a
(25)
(28)a

Evidence-based pessimism boundary

Evidence-based optimism boundary

AI

Character

AI

Character

9 (13)
12 (15)
23 (23)
30 (19)
17 (17)
19 (21)
18 (20)

8 (13)
14 (17)
25 (22)
30 (18)
17 (17)
18 (21)
19 (20)

38 (20)
39 (25)
58 (26)
68 (20)
53 (23)
45 (26)
50 (26)

39
42
67
73
54
47
54

(19)
(25)b
(24)b
(21)b
(23)
(25)
(26)b

Notes. Moral quality ratings were made on a 1–7 rating scale. Higher numbers indicate greater moral concern. All other judgments were made on a 0–100 scale, where
higher numbers indicate higher subjective probability towards a pessimistic belief.
a
Should and Most accurate judgments significantly different at p < .05 threshold.
b
AI and character evidence-boundary significantly different at p < .05 threshold.

consideration items (rs ranged from 0.36 to 0.72 across vignettes, ps <
.001).4 Means and standard errors across vignette are shown in Table 3.

was strongly associated with greater moral consideration, F(1, 827) =
32.34, p < .001.

2.2.1. Prescribed motivated reasoning
We submitted participants’ ought and most accurate judgments to a
2 × 6 mixed-design ANOVA, with judgment type (ought vs most accu
rate) as a within-subjects factor and vignette as a between-subjects
factor. As expected, participants’ ought estimates (M = 41, SD = 28)
were significantly more optimistic than their judgments of what is most
accurate (M = 31, SD = 23), F(1, 833) = 145.47, p < .001, with 53% of
participants giving ought estimates higher than most accurate estimates
(Fig. 3A). The magnitude of this difference varied by vignette, as
revealed by a significant judgment x vignette interaction, F(5, 833) =
11.08, p < .001. Follow-up analyses showed that, on average, partici
pants prescribed motivated reasoning to others in five out of the six
vignettes – that is, in these vignettes, participants reported that the main
character ought to hold a belief that differed significantly from what
participants reported would be most accurate for them to believe (ps <
.001). The exception was the Sex vignette, for which the intended moral
norm was against using gender-based statistical information to infer
someone’s status (e.g., assuming that a female healthcare worker is not a
doctor).5
We next computed the degree to which each participant prescribed
motivated reasoning by calculating the difference between participants’
ought and most accurate estimates. When we regressed these difference
scores on vignette, moral consideration, and their interaction, we
observed that, across vignettes, greater prescribed motivated reasoning

2.2.2. Evidence criterion shifting hypothesis
Consistent with the evidence criterion shifting hypothesis, partici
pants reported that the main characters were licensed to evaluate the
evidence differently from the perfectly impartial, but equally informed,
observer (the AI). We submitted participants’ evidential optimism
bounds for the AI and the main character to a 2 × 6 mixed-design
ANOVA, with target (AI vs character) as a within-subjects factor and
vignette as a between-subjects factor. As expected, participants believed
the character was licensed to be more optimistic (M = 54, SD = 25) than
the objective AI (M = 50, SD = 26), F(1, 833) = 44.29, p < .001, with
42% of participants giving higher optimism bound estimates for the
character than for the AI. The strength of this character-AI difference
varied across vignette, as revealed by a significant target x vignette
interaction, F(5, 833) = 5.44, p < .001. Follow-up analyses showed that,
on average, participants indicated a lower optimism bound for the
character than for the AI in Cancer, Friend, and Marriage (ps ≤ .037), but
not in Bully, Race, and Sex (ps ≥ .071).
It is possible that participants believed characters were licensed to be
less confident in general rather than licensed to evaluate the evidence in
a directional, motivated way. If this were the case, the range of beliefs
licensed by the evidence would be greater for both optimistic and
pessimistic beliefs. However, when we performed the same analysis on
participants’ evidence bounds for pessimistic belief, we observed no
corresponding difference between how pessimistic the character (M =
19, SD = 20) and AI (M = 19, SD = 20) could be, F(1, 833) = 0.72, p =
.397 (Fig. 3B).
Finally, we observed mixed support for an association between evi
dence criterion shifting and moral consideration. Differences in
evidence-bound optimism estimates were associated with prescribed
inaccuracy, F(1, 827) = 13.66, p < .001; however, there was no asso
ciation between these differences and our measure of the strength of
moral considerations in that vignette, F(1, 827) = 0.004, p = .948.

4

The moral consideration items correlated weakly with each other in the
Bully, r(147) = 0.43, p < .001, 95% CI [0.28, 0.55], Marriage, r(140) = 0.35, p
< .001, 95% CI [0.2, 0.49], and Sex vignettes, r(130) = 0.36, p < .001, 95% CI
[0.2, 0.50]. Our results do not change when using the composite score or either
of the individual items. Detailed analyses of these items is available in the
Supplemental Materials.
5
Though not the focus of our investigation, readers may wonder about the
relationship between what participants predicted the characters would believe,
what would be accurate to believe, and what the characters ought to believe. In
the Bully and Marriage vignettes, participants predicted that the characters
would not be motivated believers (ps > 0.41) but that they should be (ps <
0.001), and that they should be more motivated than expected (ps < 0.001). In
the Friend and Race vignettes, participants estimated that the character would
be about as motivated as they prescribed the person to be (ps > 0.11). In the
Cancer scenario, participants predicted that the character would be motivated, t
(131) = 4.04, p < .001, but that she should be even more motivated than they
predicted that she would be t(131) = − 2.39, p = .018. And finally, in the Sex
scenario, participants did not prescribe, nor predict, any motivated reasoning.
In no vignette did we observe (on average) participants attributing more
motivated reasoning than they prescribed. These results suggest a partial
replication of previous findings, reported by Armor et al. (2008), that in many
cases in which people prescribe unrealistic beliefs to others, they prescribe
beliefs beyond what they expect others to hold.

2.2.3. Alternative justification
Lastly, our experimental design allowed us to test whether partici
pants prescribe beliefs to others in a way consistent with the alternative
justification hypothesis. Recall that the alternative justification hy
pothesis predicts that people may prescribe beliefs to others even when
those beliefs unequivocally violate the evidence. Because participants
explicitly reported what range of beliefs can be considered “consistent
with” and “based on” the evidence, we examined how many participants
prescribed beliefs that fall outside this bound. This analysis revealed
that, of the 53% of participants who prescribed more optimistic beliefs
than what would be most accurate, 32% of these individuals (about 17%
of the full sample) prescribed optimistic beliefs that fell outside the
range licensed by the evidence. This proportion varied across vignette
(see Table 4). In some vignettes, such as Friend, most participants who
8
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Fig. 3. Main results from Study 1 averaged across all vignettes. (A) Mean estimates (error bars: ±1 standard error) of what would be most accurate to believe in light
of an objective assessment of the evidence (dotted) and what the main character ought to believe (solid). (B) Mean estimates (error bars: ±1 standard error) of most
optimistic and pessimistic that the character (solid) and AI (dotted) could be.

prescribe to others across a wide variety of situations (as long as there is
a salient and strong enough moral norm). By contrast, these results are
inconsistent with predictions that people think others ought to always
reason objectively and solely on the basis of their evidence.
The “Friend” vignette in particular provides an important demon
stration of prescribed motivated reasoning. In this vignette, the main
character forms a belief about something that occurred in the past –
whether the friend performed bad behaviors or not. Because of this,
there is no plausible way this belief could be self-fulfilling. That is, there
is no way that forming a belief about whether the friend is guilty could
affect the friend’s past behavior. This finding therefore demonstrates
that an (overly) optimistic belief does not have to be potentially selffulling for people to prescribe it to others. Rather, the moral benefit of
trusting a friend’s testimony over the accumulated evidence engenders
an obligation to give the friend the benefit of the doubt.
Study 1 also offers some support for the evidence criterion shifting
hypothesis: Participants reported that the main character, who had a
moral reason to be optimistic, was permitted to evaluate the evidence
they had differently than an impartial observer, but only in a way that
licensed the morally desirable belief. This difference was driven by three
out of the six vignettes, Cancer, Marriage, and Friend (Table 3). In these
vignettes, the character has a social obligation to discount certain kinds
of evidence (such as statistical evidence) or more heavily weight certain
kinds of evidence (such as testimony). In two vignettes, Race and Bully,
we observed evidence for prescribed motivated reasoning but failed to
observe evidence for evidence criterion shifting. We did not observe any
evidence for evidence-shifting in the Sex vignette. However, this may
have reflected the fact that people do not seem to think moral consid
erations ought to play any role when making inferences about others’
status based on sex information, as we failed to find evidence for pre
scribed motivated reasoning in this vignette as well. Although the par
ticipants who exhibited evidence criterion shifting were also more likely
to prescribe motivated reasoning, we did not observe an association

Table 4
Percentage of participants showing evidence for the prescribed motivated
reasoning, evidence criterion shifting, and alternative justification hypotheses
across vignettes in Study 1.
Vignette

N

Bully
Cancer
Friend
Marriage
Race
Sex
Overall

149
132
139
142
145
132
839

Evidence criterion shifting

Prescribed motivated reasoning

Optimism

Pessimism

Overall

Beyond evidence

37%
32%
58%
51%
38%
37%
42%

16%
17%
25%
30%
23%
27%
23%

52%
54%
56%
66%
56%
34%
53%

13% (26%)
23% (44%)
9% (15%)
33% (50%)
14% (26%)
8% (22%)
17% (32%)

Note. Pessimism evidence criterion shifting is kept here for comparison; on
average there was no difference between AI and character evidence-licensed
pessimism.

prescribed motivated optimism still prescribed optimism that fell inside
evidentiary bounds. However, in some vignettes, such as Cancer and
Marriage, nearly half of participants who prescribed motivated
reasoning did so by prescribing beliefs that were – by their own lights –
unsupported by the evidence (44% and 50%, respectively).
2.3. Discussion
Study 1 found support for prescribed motivated reasoning, the evi
dence criterion shifting hypothesis, and the alternative justification
hypothesis. In support of prescribed motivated reasoning, participants
routinely indicated that another person ought to hold an inaccurate
belief, with the degree of inaccuracy positively related to the moral
benefit of holding the inaccurate belief. We observed this across five of
our six vignettes, suggesting that morality affects the beliefs people will
9
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between participants’ judgments of the strength of moral consideration
and their evaluations of the evidence. This result was unexpected, and
may have reflected the observation that, unlike all-things-considered
belief prescriptions, there is a limit to how plausibly the evidential
standards in our vignettes could be shifted. This is consistent with the
observation that participants’ average evidence criterion shifting was
much smaller (4%) than their average prescribed motivated reasoning
(10%). And finally, asking participants to think about the range of be
liefs consistent with the evidence may have felt strange for them to do.
We address this concern in Study 2 by using a more natural way of
measuring the perceived evidential quality of a belief. Nevertheless,
observing evidence criterion shifting in the majority of scenarios in
which we observed prescribed motivated reasoning offers tentative
support for the evidence criterion shifting hypothesis.
Finally, Study 1 demonstrated support for the alternative justifica
tion hypothesis. About one-third of participants who prescribed moti
vated reasoning prescribed a belief that fell beyond the range of beliefs
they considered consistent with the evidence. This was most pronounced
in two vignettes, Cancer and Marriage, in which almost half of partici
pants who prescribed motivated reasoning did so by prescribing a belief
they reported would be inconsistent with the main character’s evidence.
However, our measure of alternative justification (a prescribed belief
outside the evidence bounds) is very conservative, and therefore likely
underestimates the extent to which alternative justification played a
role. Many participants may have prescribed motivated reasoning
because they thought the moral quality of the belief directly justified
doing so, yet still prescribed a belief that was licensed by the evidence.
We address this in Studies 2 and 3, by testing whether evaluations of the
belief’s moral quality predict variation in evaluations of a belief after
accounting for perceived evidential quality.

they are close to rather than about others whom they are distant to.
Thus, if we can successfully address the worry that social distance may
bring with it differences in information, and so isolate the unique
contribution of moral considerations on people’s evaluations, then we
gain a richer understanding of how people evaluate others’ beliefs in
contexts with which they are familiar, and in which motivated reasoning
actually does seem to occur.
These methodological changes also allow us to conceptually repli
cate and extend the findings from Study 1 in other ways. For instance, by
asking participants to make judgments of people who already hold be
liefs (vs. judgments of which beliefs people should form), we can directly
test whether observers permit believers to base their belief formation in
part on moral considerations. This alleviates a possible concern in Study
1, namely that observers want others to form biased beliefs, but to be
unaware that they are doing so. Third, because the socially close and
socially distant believers must each justify their formed beliefs on some
grounds, we can test whether moral justifications for belief are viewed as
more justifying than non-moral justifications (in this case, a strong
preference to hold a belief), thereby further isolating the relevance of
morality for belief evaluation. And finally, by investigating people’s
evaluations of already-formed beliefs, we can measure the prescribed
motivated reasoning, evidence criterion shifting, and alternative justi
fication hypotheses using multiple, triangulating measures that differ
from those employed in Study 1 (see Table 1 and paragraph below).
In line with the prescribed motivated reasoning hypothesis, we
predicted that people’s judgments of a belief’s “justifiability” and
“permissibility” – which correspond closely to all-things-considered
evaluations of a belief – would be a function of both the belief
(whether it was evidence-based or optimistic) and the believer (socially
close or socially distant). Specifically, we predicted that for the socially
close believer, relative to the socially distant believer, the optimistic
belief would be rated more favorably, and the pessimistic, evidencebased belief more harshly, even though both believers had access to
the same evidence. In line with the evidence criterion shifting hypoth
esis, we predicted that people would be more willing to say that morally
preferable beliefs, compared to neutral or immoral beliefs, were sup
ported by “sufficient evidence,” and that when the belief turned out to
be true, that the character had “knowledge” of the outcome (c.f. Star
mans & Friedman, 2012; Kim & McGrath, 2019, inter alia). We further
predicted that these effects would be greater to the extent the belief was
judged as morally beneficial. Finally, in line with the alternative justi
fication hypothesis, we predicted that the perceived moral quality of the
belief would predict judgments of the belief’s “justifiability” and
“permissibility,” above and beyond its evidential quality. These findings
would constitute a conceptual replication of Study 1, and therefore offer
converging evidence for our claims.

3. Study 2
In Study 2, participants read vignettes similar to those used in Study
1. However, instead of prescribing beliefs to someone who is currently
reasoning about what to believe, participants evaluated the beliefs that
two characters had already formed. As in Study 1, one character was
socially close to the target that the belief was about (e.g., a close friend
or spouse). Based on findings from Study 1, we hypothesized that,
because certain beliefs are treated as morally beneficial in close re
lationships, participants would attribute a moral reason for that char
acter to adopt that belief. However, participants also read about a
socially distant character in the same situation (e.g., a more distant
friend) who plausibly shared the same relevant information as the so
cially close character. Because this new character was socially distant,
we hypothesized that they would be seen as having weaker (or possibly
no) moral obligations to adopt specific beliefs. These two characters –
the socially close character with a moral reason to be optimistic, and a
socially distant character who lacks one – then adopt either a desirable
overly-optimistic belief, or they adopt an undesirable, but evidencebased belief. Participants evaluated the extent to which each person’s
beliefs were justified, permissible, supported by sufficient evidence,
constituted knowledge, and were moral. We predicted that participants’
evaluations of others’ beliefs would take into account both whether the
believer had a strong moral reason to be optimistic (manipulated here by
social distance), and whether the believer acquiesced to those demands
(and so formed a desirable belief) or did not (and so formed an evidencebased belief).
This design naturally gives rise to the worry that social distance and
moral obligation are confounded with one another. This is a serious
worry, and we detail below how we address it. However, taking on this
risk confers an important benefit; namely, that it better reflects how
moral considerations during belief evaluation likely operate in everyday
life. Putative moral reasons to adopt certain beliefs about others seem to
correlate with how close one is to those about whom one is reasoning.
And indeed, people tend to adopt motivated beliefs about others whom

3.1. Methods
3.1.1. Participants
We recruited 1,021 adults (573 reported female, 443 reported male,
2 reported non-binary, 3 unreported, mean age 40 years) from MTurk.
An additional 145 participants were excluded for failing at least one of
three comprehension checks (explained below). We expected after ex
clusions to have roughly 250 participants per scenario, with 125 for each
of the two between-participant conditions within each scenario. 125
participants per cell yields 90% power to detect small differences (d =
0.30) within each cell.
3.1.2. Design
Study 2 used a 2 (Belief: evidence-based vs optimistic) × 2 (Reason to
be optimistic: moral vs preference) × 4 (Vignette) mixed design. Par
ticipants read one of four vignettes from Study 1 that readily enabled our
reason manipulation: Bully, Cancer, Friend, or Marriage.
Within each vignette, participants read about the character in Study
1 who, by virtue of being socially close to the target, has a putative moral
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reason to hold an optimistic belief about that person (moral reason
condition), as well as another character who, in light of being socially
distant from that person, lacks a strong, justifiable moral reason to hold
an optimistic belief.6 Because the socially distant character lacks a
strong moral reason to be optimistic, we stipulated that their reason to
be optimistic was based on their preference (preference reason condi
tion). This comprised our Reason manipulation. For instance, the close
friend in the Friend vignette weighed the evidence he had against his
obligation to trust his friend, whereas the socially distant observer (a
friend of a friend) weighed the evidence against her preference not to
think that people ever get involved in drugs (see exact text below). We
stipulated that the socially distant observer had a strong preference to
adopt the optimistic belief because, without such an explanation, par
ticipants are likely to fill in an explanation and may do so in a way that
introduces confounds. For instance, when the socially distant observer
adopts a non-evidential belief, they may infer it was on the basis of prior,
hidden evidence, or on the basis of a shared moral commitment. Stip
ulating that a non-evidential belief was the result of the believer prior
itizing their preference eliminates both possibilities. However, as noted
above, it also allows us to test whether a moral reason to adopt a
motivated belief is seen as more justifiable than a bare motivation to do
so. See Table 5 below for the full text of this manipulation in the Friend
vignette.
At the end of the vignette, participants learned either that these two
people adopt an evidence-based belief (despite their moral reason or
preference to adopt an optimistic belief) or that they adopt an overlyoptimistic belief (on the basis of their moral reason or preference).
This comprised our Belief manipulation. For instance, in the Friend
vignette, when the two characters adopted the evidence-based belief,
they believed that John is guilty, and did so after “setting aside” their
moral obligation or strong preference. When they adopted their
preferred belief, they did so either because of their moral obligation or
because of their strong preference. See Table 5 for the text in the Friend
vignette.

Table 5
Text used to manipulate the presence of a preferred belief or dis-preferred belief
across conditions in the Friend vignette in Study 2.
Reason
condition
Moral reason to
maintain
optimism

Preference to
maintain
optimism

Belief condition
Optimistic belief

Evidence-based belief

Adam says to Jasmine that,
because he is close friends
with John, he knows that he
has an obligation to trust John
and to give him the benefit of
the doubt. After all, that is
what a true friend would do,
and it is what John asked him
to do.
Adam thinks about everything
that he and Jasmine
discussed, and thinks about
being loyal to John. In the
end, based on his loyalty to
John, Adam decides to believe
that John is innocent.
Jasmine is no longer friends
with John and so has no
obligations towards him. But,
it makes her upset to think
that any person would get
involved in drugs, so she has a
strong preference to believe
that John is innocent.
Jasmine thinks about
everything she and Adam
discussed, and thinks about
her preference. In the end,
based on her preference,
Jasmine decides to believe
that John is innocent.

Adam says to Jasmine that,
because he is close friends
with John, he knows that he
has an obligation to trust John
and to give him the benefit of
the doubt. After all, that is
what a true friend would do,
and it is what John asked him
to do.
Adam thinks about everything
that he and Jasmine
discussed, and thinks about
being loyal to John. In the
end, Adam sets aside his
loyalty to John and decides to
believe that John is guilty.
Jasmine is no longer friends
with John and so has no
obligations towards him. But,
it makes her upset to think
that any person would get
involved in drugs, so she has a
strong preference to believe
that John is innocent.
Jasmine thinks about
everything she and Adam
discussed, and thinks about
her preference. In the end,
Jasmine sets aside her
preference and decides to
believe that John is guilty.

already knew about John’s behavior in elementary school, middle
school, and high school.

3.1.3. Procedure
Vignettes were minimally modified from Study 1 so that the socially
close character discusses what they should believe with the new, socially
distant character until the socially distant character ends up with all the
same relevant information. For instance, in the Friend vignette, partic
ipants read the following after reading the vignette excerpted above in
Study 1:

Participants were further instructed to “Assume that Adam has
shared everything that he knows about John and John’s situation with
Jasmine so that they now have the exact same relevant information.” To
further reinforce the idea that the two believers have the same infor
mation, participants reported what an objective observer would esti
mate based on their shared information. For instance, in the Friend
vignette, participants read, “Assume that Adam has shared everything
that he knows about John and John’s situation with Jasmine so that they
now have the exact same relevant information. Based on this informa
tion, what would a perfectly objective perceiver estimate about the
probability that John is innocent?” As in Study 1, participants provided
an estimate on a 0–100% rating scale with 5%-point increments.
After learning what each character in the vignette decides to believe,
participants responded to eight questions about that character and their
belief. Two questions measured overall belief quality, including whether
the belief was justified for the target to hold (e.g., “How justified is Adam
to believe that John is innocent?”) and whether it was permissible for
the target to hold (e.g., “How permissible is it for Adam to believe that
John is innocent?”). Two questions measured the moral quality of the
belief, including whether the belief was loyal (or helpful, e.g., “How
loyal to John is Adam’s belief that John is innocent?”) and whether the
person’s reasoning was morally good (e.g., “How morally good is
Adam’s reasoning about whether John is innocent or not?”). Two
questions measured the evidentiary quality of the belief, including
whether the person had sufficient evidence for their belief (e.g., “Is
Adam’s evidence sufficient for his belief that John is innocent?”), and
whether they should have obtained more evidence before coming to
their belief (e.g., “How much more evidence should Adam have acquired
before coming to believe that John is innocent?”). Finally, two questions
measured the moral quality of the character, including whether they

Adam decides to talk about all of this with his old friend Jasmine.
Jasmine was friends with Adam and John all her childhood. How
ever, when the three of them went to college she became over
whelmed with work and fell out of touch with them. Because of this,
she no longer considers herself to be very good friends with John or
Adam. And indeed, when Adam has brought Jasmine up to John, he
no longer considers her a close friend either. Adam shares everything
he recently learned about John with Jasmine. Because Jasmine
already knew Adam and John well from their shared childhood, she

6

An ideal manipulation would involve two characters who have the same
evidence about a target individual, but where one has a strong moral obligation
to believe a certain way, and the other has no moral obligation whatsoever.
Instead, our design in Studies 2 and 3 involves a manipulation of social distance
where the distant character is not perfectly removed from the situation. Instead,
they still have some close tie to the target, and therefore plausibly are seen as
having some social obligations to hold certain beliefs. We made this choice
because it would be implausible that a character who was completely distant
from the situation could have the same information as a close friend or a spouse
would. We use the language of possessing a moral reason to be optimistic or not
to reflect differences in the presence of unique, and uniquely strong moral
reasons to hold particular beliefs. We thank Liz Harman and Melissa Lane for
encouraging us to clarify this point.
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were trustworthy (e.g., “How trustworthy do you find Adam to be?”) and
whether they were a good person (e.g., “How good of a person is
Adam?”). Participants responded to these questions using 7-point rating
scales with higher values indicating more positive evaluations. The
order that participants learned about each character’s belief (and eval
uated them for that belief) was counterbalanced across participants. The
eight questions above were presented in a random order for each
judgment target.
Participants then read that the belief that the two characters adopted
turned out to be true. For instance, in the Friend vignette, if the char
acters adopted the belief that “John is innocent,” then it turned out that,
in fact, he was innocent. Likewise, if the characters adopted the belief
that “John is guilty,” then it turned out that he was guilty. For each
character, participants reported their agreement (1, strongly disagree, 7:
strongly agree) with statements claiming that the characters “knew” the
outcome (e.g., “Adam knew that John was guilty.”).
Lastly, participants reported their sex and age and were debriefed.

than the preference reason belief (M = 4.15, SD = 1.32), F(1, 512) =
31.66, p < .001, η2G = 0.01. By contrast, in the optimistic belief condi
tion, participants rated the moral reason belief as morally superior (M =
5.75, SD = 1.13) to the preference reason belief (M = 4.87, SD = 1.37), F
(1, 501) = 313.14, p < .001, η2G = 0.12.
Evaluations of the believers’ moral character followed a similar
pattern. On average, participants rated the two individuals as morally
better when they were optimistic (M = 5.59, SD = 1.11) compared to
when they formed beliefs based on the evidence (M = 4.94, SD = 1.33), F
(1, 1013) = 94.44, p < .001, η2G = 0.07, while rating the moral reason
individual slightly morally better (M = 5.37, SD = 1.33) than the pref
erence reason individual (M = 5.15, SD = 1.20) overall, F(1, 1013) =
48.32, p < .001, η2G = 0.01. However, these main effects were qualified
by a Belief × Reason interaction, F(1, 1013) = 80.34, p < .001, η2G =
0.01. Participants did not judge the moral reason individual to have
worse character (M = 4.91, SD = 1.43) than the preference reason in
dividual (M = 4.97, SD = 1.22) when they both adopted the evidencebased belief, F(1, 512) = 1.64, p = .202. By contrast, when the two
characters both adopted the optimistic belief, participants judged the
moral reason individual to have better character (M = 5.85, SD = 1.02)
than the preference reason individual (M = 5.34, SD = 1.14), F(1, 501)
= 145.18, p < .001, η2G = 0.05.

3.2. Results
3.2.1. Data preparation and analysis plan
We created composite measures of the moral quality of the belief, the
moral quality of the believer, the evidential quality of the belief, and
overall belief quality. The two-item pairs for each question passed our
preregistered criterion (r > 0.50) across both evidence-based belief and
optimistic belief conditions. There were two exceptions: The two-item
measures correlated with each other poorly in the Bully, r(512) =
0.49, p < .001, 95% CI [0.42, 0.55], and Friend, r(520) = 0.31, p < .001,
95% CI [0.23, 0.38] vignettes. Because our results are largely the same
when analyzing these judgments independent of one another (see sup
plemental materials), we present results for the composite measure here
for all measures.7
We subjected each of our five DVs – moral character of believer,
moral quality of belief, evidential quality of belief, attributions of
knowledge, and overall belief quality – to a series of 2 (Belief: Optimistic
vs Evidence-based) × 2 (Reason: Moral vs Preference) × 4 (Vignette)
fully-crossed ANOVAs. A main effect of belief would reflect that,
generally, one belief (e.g., the evidence-based belief) was better for the
characters to hold than another. A main effect of reason could reflect a
few things, including participants’ inferences that the target actually
had better grounds for their belief (e.g., because they have more infor
mation) or worse grounds for their belief (e.g., due to a duty to be more
diligent in their belief formation). However, the key prediction made by
the prescribed motivated reasoning hypothesis is a Belief × Reason
interaction, as that would demonstrate that the quality of the believer
and belief depends on whether the believer had a moral reason to adopt
a particular belief and whether they honored that reason or not. Results
are shown in Fig. 4.

3.2.3. Evaluation of evidence and knowledge
To test for the evidence criterion shifting hypothesis, we next
analyzed participants’ evaluations of evidential quality and knowledge.
As predicted, participants’ judgments of the evidential-quality of the
two beliefs followed a pattern similar to their moral judgments. On
average, participants rated the evidence-based beliefs (M = 4.44, SD =
1.68) to be evidentially better than the optimistic beliefs (M = 3.62, SD
= 1.62), F(1, 1013) = 85.31, p < .001, η2G = 0.07. On average, there was
a minor, but significant difference in the evidentiary quality of the moral
reason (M = 4.12, SD = 1.65) and preference reason (M = 3.95, SD =
1.74) beliefs, F(1, 1013) = 18.94, p < .001. As predicted, we observed a
significant Belief x Reason interaction, F(1, 1013) = 75.56, p < .001, η2G
= 0.01. When evaluating the evidence-based belief, participants rated
the moral reason belief as evidentially worse (M = 4.36, SD = 1.68) than
the preference reason belief (M = 4.52, SD = 1.67), F(1, 512) = 9.60, p
= .002, η2G < 0.01. By contrast, when evaluating the optimistic belief,
they now rated the preference reason belief (M = 3.37, SD = 1.61) as
evidentially worse than the moral reason belief (M = 3.87, SD = 1.58), F
(1, 501) = 79.8, p < .001, η2G = 0.03.
There was a robust association between the perceived moral quality
of the belief and judgments that the believer’s evidence was sufficient.
We regressed judgments of evidential quality on participants’ moral
evaluations of the belief separately for each belief condition (evidencebased and optimistic) across the four vignettes, yielding eight tests total.
These regressions included a Reason × Moral quality interaction, and
by-participant random intercepts of evidentiary quality. Across all eight
tests, morality significantly predicted participants’ judgments concern
ing whether the believer had sufficient evidence for their belief (bs >
0.25, ts > 4.64, ps < .001). The worse the moral quality of the belief (i.e.,
the less helpful or loyal the belief was judged to be), the more strongly
participants indicated that the believer lacked sufficient evidence for the
belief.
Participants’ attributions of knowledge largely recapitulated their
evaluations of the evidentiary quality of belief. On average, participants
attributed greater knowledge to believers in the evidence-based belief
condition (M = 4.18, SD = 1.76) compared to the optimistic belief
condition (M = 3.29, SD = 2.00), F(1, 1013) = 71.81, p < .001, η2G =
0.06. On average, participants attributed more knowledge in the moral
reason condition (M = 3.90, SD = 1.91) compared to the preference
reason condition (M = 3.58, SD = 1.95), F(1, 1013) = 82.8, p < .001, η2G
= 0.01. However, similar to the results above, we observed a significant
Belief × Reason interaction, F(1, 1013) = 50.07, p < .001, η2G = 0.01.
When participants were told that the evidence-based belief was true,

3.2.2. Moral evaluations of belief and believer
On average, participants rated the optimistic belief (M = 5.31, SD =
1.33) to be morally better than the evidence-based belief (M = 4.01, SD
= 1.42), F(1,1013) = 331.23, p < .001, η2G = 0.21, and, on average,
participants rated the quality of the moral reason belief (M = 4.80, SD =
1.63) no differently than the preference reason belief (M = 4.51, SD =
1.39), F(1, 1013) = 70.71, p < .001, η2G = 0.01. However, these results
were qualified by a significant Belief × Reason interaction, F(3,1013) =
23.1, p < .001, η2G= 0.05. In the evidence-based condition, participants
rated the moral reason belief to be morally worse (M = 3.87, SD = 1.51)
7

All analyses yield identical results with one exception. In the Friend
vignette, we observed a significant Reason x Belief interaction when analyzing
participants’ judgments of how “loyal” the resulting belief was, F(1, 259) =
141.36, p < .001, but not of how “morally good” the believer’s reasoning was, F
(1, 259) = 2.50, p = .115. See the Supplemental Materials for more detail.
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Fig. 4. Means and standard error (error bars: ±1 standard error) across condition for ratings of moral quality of belief, moral quality of believer’s character,
evidential quality, knowledge, and overall belief quality in Study 2. Higher values indicate more positive evaluations. * p < .005.

there was no difference in knowledge attributed in the moral reason
condition (M = 4.21, SD = 1.74) and the preference reason condition (M
= 4.14, SD = 1.78), F(1, 512) = 2.67, p = .103, η2G < 0.01. However,
when participants were told that the optimistic belief turned out to be
true, participants attributed more knowledge in the moral reason con
dition (M = 3.57, SD = 2.02) compared to the preference reason con
dition (M = 3.00, SD = 1.95), F(1, 501) = 111.64, p < .001, η2G = 0.02.

quality of the belief. This latter possibility is predicted by the alternative
justification hypothesis. To test whether the moral quality of the belief
predicted overall justifiability and permissibility, we regressed partici
pants’ overall quality judgments on their ratings of the belief’s eviden
tiary quality and on the belief’s moral quality. We did this separately for
the evidence-based belief condition and the optimistic belief condition
for each of the four vignettes. These regressions included Reason ×
evidentiary quality and Reason × belief moral quality interactions as
well as random by-participant intercepts of overall belief quality. Un
surprisingly, evidentiary quality strongly predicted overall belief quality
in both the evidence-based belief conditions (bs > 0.35, ts > 6.80, ps <
.001) and the optimistic belief conditions (bs > 0.33, ts > 5.12, ps <
.001) across all four vignettes. However, even when accounting for
differences in evidentiary quality, the moral quality of the belief inde
pendently predicted overall judgments in the evidence-based belief
conditions (bs > 0.20, ts > 3.42, ps < .001) and in the optimistic belief
conditions (bs > 0.33, ts > 2.65, ps < .008) across all four vignettes.

3.2.4. Overall belief quality
To test for prescribed motivated reasoning, we next investigated
participants’ judgments of overall belief quality, which was a composite
measure of their judgments that the belief was justified and that it was
permissible for the believer to hold that belief. On average, participants
judged the optimistic belief to be less justified and permissible (M =
4.68, SD = 1.51) than the evidence-based belief (M = 5.17, SD = 1.58), F
(1, 1013) = 35.05, p < .001, η2G = 0.03, while the moral reason beliefs
were rated slightly better on average (M = 5.03, SD = 1.53) than the
preference reason beliefs (M = 4.82, SD = 1.59), F(1, 1013) = 29.67, p <
.001, η2G = 0.01. As above, these main effects were qualified by a sig
nificant Belief x Reason interaction, F(1, 1013) = 155.22, p < .001, η2G =
0.03. When the two characters adopted the evidence-based belief, the
moral reason character was seen as less justified (and the believer less
permitted) (M = 5.04, SD = 1.62) compared to the preference reason
character (M = 5.30, SD = 1.52), F(1, 512) = 23.00, p < .001, η2G = 0.01.
By contrast, when they both adopted the overly optimistic belief, the
moral reason character was now seen as more justified and permitted
(M = 5.02, SD = 1.43) relative to preference reason character (M = 4.34,
SD = 1.51), F(1, 501) = 167.03, p < .001, η2G = 0.05.
These all-things-considered judgments of belief quality may have
reflected differences in participants’ evaluations of the evidentiary
quality of the moral reason and preference reason beliefs, or they could
have reflected those differences in addition to evaluations of the moral

3.2.5. Variation across vignette
All of the results we report above were qualified by by-vignette in
teractions (see by-vignette results in Appendix B Table B1). Specifically,
while we observed clear evidence for prescribed motivated reasoning
and for evidence criterion shifting when averaging across all four vi
gnettes, these findings were driven by results in three out of the four
vignettes we tested. Similar to our findings in Study 1, we observed clear
evidence for prescribed motivated reasoning and for evidence criterion
shifting in all vignettes except the Bully vignette. In Bully, two results
were consistent with our predictions. First, we observed the predicted
interactions on the perceived moral quality of the belief and believer (ps
< .05), suggesting that we effectively manipulated the perceived moral
obligation of the two believers in this vignette. Second, as noted above,
we observed statistically significant associations between the moral
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quality of the belief and other properties of the belief. The moral quality
of the belief (i.e., how helpful and constructive participants rated the
teacher’s belief to be), was strongly associated with how sufficient the
believer’s evidence was in both the evidence-based belief (b = 0.51, se =
0.06, t = 7.84, p < .001) and optimistic belief (b = 0.39, se = 0.06, t =
6.85, p < .001) conditions. Additionally, the moral quality of the belief
predicted how justified and permissible the belief was judged to be, even
after accounting for differences in evidentiary quality in both the
evidence-based belief (b = 0.20, se = 0.06, t = 3.42, p < .001) and
optimistic belief (b = 0.45, se = 0.06, t = 7.31, p < .001) conditions, in
line with the alternative justification hypothesis. Although these corre
lational results are consistent with prescribed motivated reasoning, we
did not observe the predicted Reason × Belief interactions on overall
belief evaluation, sufficient evidence, or knowledge (ps > .05).

tar perceptions of someone’s character.
There is a strong skeptical interpretation of our findings in Study 2
that our design fails to rule out. Specifically, it is possible that some
participants did not accept the premise, reinforced throughout the
study, that the socially close and socially distant characters had the same
relevant information. Instead, according to the skeptical interpretation,
perhaps some participants thought that the socially close character still
had privileged optimism-licensing evidence. For instance, perhaps in the
divorce vignette, participants thought that the husband did not tell his
friend about how strongly he loves his new wife, and they consider the
strength of love a piece of evidence about the likelihood of divorce that
favors optimism. This private information could make optimistic beliefs
more justified than pessimistic beliefs relative to someone with nearly
the same information but lacking that specific evidence. Because we
only asked participants to provide the most accurate estimate based on
both characters’ information, we are unable to detect whether this
happened, and therefore unable to definitively rule it out as an alter
native explanation.
We address this worry in Study 3. Specifically, we took additional
steps in the text of the vignette to equalize the information held by the
socially close and socially distant characters. We then also asked par
ticipants to independently report the state of the evidence they thought
that each person had. We could then test whether participants on
average provide different estimates to the morally-motivated and
preference-motivated believers, and more crucially, restrict our analyses
to only those who provide comparable evidence judgments for the two
individuals. Although this method has the advantage of directly
addressing the worry stated above, this method also has several draw
backs. First, asking participants to separately estimate judgments from
the perspective of the morally-motivated and preference-motivated
character is likely confusing in light of repeated prior textual evidence
that they should both have the same relevant information. Resolving this
confusion may lead participants to infer differences between these in
dividuals that they might otherwise not have inferred. Second, it is
possible that some participants will provide estimates of the character’s
current evidential standing by taking into account their judgments that
the information each person has ought to be weighed differently (which
may have been affected by the moral status of each individual; see Study
1). Both of these kinds of participants would be excluded from our
analysis. For this reason, Study 3 represents an especially conservative
test of our predictions.

3.3. Discussion
Study 2 provided additional evidence that people treat morality as a
legitimate basis on which to evaluate belief. Mirroring participants’
“ought” judgments in Study 1, Study 2 showed that a moral reason to be
optimistic, which we manipulated by varying someone’s social distance
to the person they were forming a belief about, increased the perceived
permissibility and justifiability of morally desirable optimistic beliefs
and lowered the permissibility and justifiability of evidence-based, but
morally undesirable beliefs. We also found that a distant observer, who
lacked a moral reason to form an optimistic belief, was not licensed to
form an overly-optimistic belief on the basis of a strong preference to
form the belief. Thus, Study 2 confers some additional evidence that
morality provides either a unique (or at least a stronger) justification for
motivated reasoning compared to the reasons that underlie many
mundane cases of actual motivated reasoning.
Study 2 also provided additional evidence for the evidence criterion
shifting and alternative justification hypotheses. Mirroring the finding
from Study 1 that the morally-justified characters were licensed to
evaluate the evidence more optimistically, Study 2 found that optimistic
beliefs were seen as more evidentially supported for the characters with
moral reasons to be optimistic than for characters who had mere pref
erences to be optimistic. Likewise, having a moral reason not to adopt a
belief, on average, increased the evidence required relative to having a
strong preference not to adopt that belief. We observed further evidence
of evidence criterion shifting from participants’ knowledge attributions.
In the overly-optimistic condition, participants reported that the moral
reason character had more knowledge of the eventual outcome, but this
advantage disappeared when the two characters formed the evidencebased belief. And finally, mirroring the finding from Study 1 that
some participants prescribed beliefs that they knew to be unsupported
by the evidence, Study 2 found that the moral quality of the belief – for
instance, how helpful or loyal it was – predicted evaluations of the
overall quality of the belief even when accounting for differences in the
evidential quality of the belief.
Participants also made inferences about the moral quality of the
believer that incorporated information about both the moral and
evidentiary quality of that person’s belief. This finding provides some
evidence against the claim that people prefer not to interact with others
that they perceive as biased. However, it is possible that these differ
ences in character evaluation did not solely reflect the beliefs that the
main characters had formed, but also reflected other facts about how
those individuals had reasoned. For instance, in this study (as well as
Study 3, below), the characters in the moral reason condition actively
dismiss one of their moral obligations. It could be that this dismissal of a
moral consideration signals poor character in a way disconnected from
whether they formed a morally beneficial belief. Our studies do not tease
apart character inferences based on perceptions of the agent’s broader
values from inferences based on how they reason about which beliefs to
form. For this reason, this study provides weak support for the idea that
adopting an evidence-based belief, on its own, is sometimes sufficient to

4. Study 3
The primary goal of Study 3 was to test whether people evaluate
beliefs as predicted by the alternative justification and evidence criterion
shifting hypotheses even after removing all participants who report dif
ferences in the information held by the socially close (moral reason)
character and the socially distant (preference reason) character. To this
end, we conducted a lightly-modified replication of the “marriage”
vignette from Study 2. Participants rated this vignette as having the
strongest moral reasons for optimism in Studies 1 and 2, and we
reasoned that it would yield the most power to reliably detect any dif
ferences in belief evaluation after removing part of our recruited sample.
A secondary goal of Study 3 was to examine which properties of
belief people might associate with moral quality. As discussed in the
Introduction, prior literature suggests that people may evaluate beliefs
as morally beneficial because they expect such beliefs to bring about
morally good behavior, or potentially because they treat certain beliefs
as intrinsically good or bad. These motivations are not mutually exclu
sive but may both contribute to the sense that someone has a moral
obligation to adopt a particular belief.
Lastly, we investigated a possible alternative explanation for our
results; namely, that people who appear to have little control over their
belief are permitted to believe differently than others. For instance,
people could think that a newlywed, relative to a neutral observer, is
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unconsciously or uncontrollably biased in his reasoning. In this case,
observers may judge that he is not responsible for what he believes and
therefore not appropriately subject to standards of belief that demand
evidence-based reasoning.

Patrick (preference reason condition) believed about Brian’s marriage.
Participants were randomly assigned to learn that Patrick and Brian
adopt the evidence-based belief that there is a 70% chance of divorce in
the next five years (evidence-based belief condition) or the optimistic
belief that there is a 0% chance of divorce in the next five years (opti
mistic belief condition; between-participants manipulation). Whether
they adopted the desirable or undesirable belief, the two characters did
so either because of, or in spite of, a moral reason (Brian, moral reason
condition) or a preference (Patrick, preference reason condition). For
instance, Brian feels as if he has an obligation to maintain an optimistic
attitude about his relationship despite the new information he has just
gained. By contrast, Patrick strongly dislikes the notion of divorce in
general and so has a strong preference to believe that Brian will not get
divorced. Identical to the procedure used in Study 2, participants eval
uated each of their belief’s (i) moral quality, (ii) evidentiary quality, (iii)
and overall quality, as well as each person’s (iv) moral character, and
finally, (v) whether each person knew the outcome.

4.1. Methods
4.1.1. Participants
We recruited 233 adults (126 reported female, 106 reported male, 1
unreported, mean age 39 years) from MTurk. An additional 65 partici
pants were excluded for failing at least one of three comprehension
checks.
4.1.2. Design
This study used a 2 (Reason: moral reason vs preference reason) × 2
(Belief: evidence-based vs optimistic) within-between design.
4.1.3. Procedure
The procedure for Study 3 followed that of Study 2 with few changes,
described below. The full text of the study is available in Appendix C
Table C1 (as well as the Supplemental Materials).
Participants read the marriage vignette from Study 2, in which a 19year-old newlywed named Brian learns that 70% of newlyweds like him
end up getting a divorce within five years of marrying. Unsure what to
think, he confides in his longtime friend Patrick who knows him and his
relationship well. For instance, Brian tells Patrick, “how he feels about
Maya [his wife], what he likes and dislikes, what his gut tells him, and
everything he hopes will come to pass.” This was done to ensure that
even “emotion-” or “intuition-” based evidence held by Brian was shared
with his friend. In addition to this, participants read that Brian and
Patrick both agreed that Brian and Maya are similar to other recently
married couples, but also that Brian and Maya “may grow and change in
unexpected ways over the next few years.”
Participants then reported what would be the most accurate estimate
that Brian and Maya will divorce based on the information that each of
the two characters had. Specifically, participants reported what would
be most accurate based on the information contained in Brian’s mind
and separately in Patrick’s mind. As in Study 2, participants reported
their answer using a 0–100% scale with intervals every 5%. This pro
cedure mirrored the procedure in Study 2 except that participants pro
vided most accurate ratings for Brian and Patrick individually, yielding
two potentially distinct ratings.
After evaluating Brian and Patrick’s evidence, but before learning
what they actually decide to believe, participants made prospective
judgments about what Brian and Patrick should believe. Specifically,
participants answered four questions for each character, probing (i)
obligation (e.g., “To what extent does Brian have a moral obligation to
believe the best of his marriage?”), (ii) behavioral impact (e.g., “If Brian
is in fact pessimistic about his marriage, how difficult would it be for him
to act in all respects as if he is genuinely optimistic about his mar
riage?”), (iii) intrinsic wrongness (e.g., “If Brian could successfully act in
all respects as if he is genuinely optimistic about his marriage, would it
still be morally wrong for him to in fact be secretly pessimistic?”), and
(iv) voluntary control (e.g., “To what extent does Brian have voluntary
control over what he believes about his marriage?”). As noted above,
these questions were included as exploratory measures of what prop
erties of a belief people associate with moral quality. Participants
responded to these questions using 7-point rating scales. All eight
questions were shown on the same page in four pairs of two, such that
the versions of the question for Brian and Patrick were always adjacent.
The four pairs were shown in a random order for each participant,
however, questions (ii) and (iii) were always shown together (and in
order) to highlight the contrast between them. Finally, across partici
pants we counterbalanced whether, within each question pair, partici
pants first responded for Brian or for Patrick.
Participants then learned what Brian (moral reason condition) and

4.2. Results
4.2.1. Most accurate estimate judgments
Prior to discarding any participants from our analyses, we found
that, on average, participants thought that the husband, Brian (moral
reason condition) had slightly different evidence than the friend, Patrick
(preference reason condition). In the evidence-based belief condition,
participants indicated that his evidence suggested a 53% chance (SD =
21%) of divorce, compared to Patrick’s 61% (SD = 16%), t(111) =
− 4.80, p < .001, 95% CI [− 11.6, − 4.83]. In the optimistic belief con
dition, people attributed to Brian an evidence-based estimate of 53%
(SD = 19%) compared to Patrick’s 58% (SD = 18%), t(120) = − 2.97, p
= .004, 95% CI [− 8.26, − 1.66]. Following our pre-registered procedure,
we removed all participants who gave estimates for Brian and Patrick
that differed by more than 10% (2 points on our 21-point, 0–100%
scale). This left 142 participants of our original 233 (61%). Within this
sample, participants in the evidence-based belief condition provided
“most accurate” estimates for Brian (M = 59%, SD = 18%) and Patrick
(M = 60%, SD = 18%) that were not significantly different, t(64) =
− 1.90, p = .062, 95% CI [− 2.53, 0.07]. Similarly, participants in the
optimistic-belief condition gave “most accurate” estimates for Brian (M
= 57%, SD = 18%) and Patrick (M = 58%, SD = 17%) that were not
significantly different, t(76) = − 1.49, p = .141, 95% CI [− 2.13, 0.31].
Thus, based on the evidence, divorce is more likely than not, and
therefore a pessimistic belief is more warranted than an optimistic one.
We conducted all of the analyses below on this subset of our original
sample of participants.
4.2.2. Analysis plan
As in Study 2, we created composite measures of the moral quality of
belief, the moral quality of the believer, the evidential quality of belief,
and the belief’s overall quality. The two-item pairs for each question
passed our preregistered criterion (r > 0.50) across both evidence-based
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belief and optimistic belief conditions, with two exceptions for which
the independent judgments yielded similar results.8 We therefore sub
jected each of these composites, as well as participants’ knowledge at
tributions, to a series of 2 (Belief: Optimistic vs Evidence-based) x 2
(Reason: Moral vs Preference) fully-crossed ANOVAs. For readability,
we will describe differences in ratings across the Reason manipulation as
between Brian, the husband (who has a moral reason to be optimistic),
and Patrick, the friend (who has a preference to be optimistic).

that revealed strong consideration of his personal obligations. For
instance, he was judged to have less sufficient evidence for the belief
that he has a 70% chance of divorce (M = 3.33, SD = 1.77) than the
belief that he has a 0% chance of divorce (M = 4.40, SD = 1.71), t
(134.05) = − 3.65, p < .001, 95% CI [− 1.65, − 0.49]. And likewise, he
was seen as more justified in believing he had a 0% chance of divorce (M
= 5.24, SD = 1.41) than a 70% chance (M = 4.05, SD = 1.78), t(120.99)
= − 4.36, p < .001, 95% CI [− 1.74, − 0.65]. These differences are
striking because participants reported that, objectively, Brian’s evidence
favored a pessimistic belief (i.e., a 70% chance of divorce) rather than an
optimistic one. Therefore, participants judged Brian to be more justified,
both evidentially and overall, to adopt a belief that was objectively
evidentially unsupported compared to a belief that was objectively
evidentially supported. Beyond the comparison to Patrick, participants’
evaluations of Brian provide independent evidence for the potent impact
morality has on belief evaluation.

4.2.3. Analyses replicating Study 2
Because our main analyses replicated Study 2, we report a summary
here; a full description of our results is available in the Supplemental
Materials. As expected, we observed the predicted Reason x Belief in
teractions for moral evaluations of the belief and believer, evaluations of
the believer’s evidence, and overall evaluations of how justified and
permissible the belief is (ps ≤ .005; see Fig. 5). When Brian (the hus
band) and Patrick (the friend) adopted the evidence-based belief, par
ticipants judged Brian’s belief to be morally worse, less supported by the
evidence, less justified or permissible, and Brian as morally worse than
Patrick (ps < .05). By contrast, when Brian and Patrick adopted the
optimistic belief, they judged Brian’s belief to be morally better, to have
more-sufficient evidence, and to be more justified and permissible, and
they judged Brian to have better moral character (ps < .05). Finally,
when regressing overall belief quality on evidential evaluations and
moral evaluations, both independently predicted overall belief quality
across target and condition (ps < .001).
Unlike in Study 2, we did not observe the predicted pattern of results
for participants’ attributions of knowledge. On average, attributions of
knowledge did not differ across the optimistic belief (M = 3.55, SD =
2.03) and evidence-based belief (M = 3.32, SD = 1.85) conditions, F(1,
140) = 0.50, p = .482. However, on average participants did attribute
more knowledge to the husband (M = 3.58, SD = 1.93) than to the friend
(M = 3.31, SD = 1.96), F(1, 140) = 8.42, p = .004. We also failed to
observe a significant Belief x Reason interaction, F(1, 140) = 0.68, p =
.41.

4.2.5. Exploratory hypotheses
We next examined participants’ judgments of the two characters’
beliefs prior to learning what they both believe. Even though partici
pants had reported that the husband and friend held the same evidence,
these participants still reported that the husband had a stronger obli
gation to be optimistic (M = 4.32, SD = 1.78) than the friend did (M =
2.15, SD = 1.76), t(141) = 12.31, p < .001, 95% CI [1.82, 2.52]. Simi
larly, participants reported that the husband’s pessimism would have a
more deleterious effect on his behavior (M = 4.39, SD = 1.43) than the
friend’s pessimism would on his (M = 3.50, SD = 1.73), t(141) = 5.88, p
< .001, 95% CI [0.59, 1.19], and that the husband’s pessimism was more
intrinsically wrong (M = 3.15, SD = 1.91) than the friend’s pessimism
(M = 2.25, SD = 1.80), t(141) = 6.47, p < .001, 95% CI [0.63, 1.18].
Finally, participants judged that the husband had more voluntary con
trol over his belief (M = 4.47, SD = 1.68) than the friend had over his
own (M = 3.96, SD = 1.84), t(141) = 2.97, p = .003, 95% CI [0.17, 0.84].
We next calculated husband-minus-friend difference scores for these
four judgments. Differences in perceived obligation to be optimistic
correlated with differences in perceived intrinsic wrongness of pessi
mism, r(140) = 0.22, p = .01, 95% CI [0.06, 0.38], as well as differences
in the anticipated deleterious effect of such pessimism on behavior, r
(140) = 0.28, p < .001, 95% CI [0.13, 0.43]. Differences in the antici
pated effects of pessimism on behavior also correlated with differences
in the perceived intrinsic wrongness of pessimsm, r(140) = 0.40, p <
.001, 95% CI [0.25, 0.53]. When we regressed differences in obligation
on differences in perceived control, connection to action, and intrinsic
wrongness, only differences in the perceived bad effects of pessimism on
action uniquely predicted differences in moral obligation, b = 0.29, SE
= 0.10, t = 2.76, p = .006. Attributions of control did not correlate with
obligation, r(140) = 0.07, p = .42, 95% CI [− 0.1, 0.23], the intrinsic
value of belief, r(140) = − 0.01, p = .88, 95% CI [− 0.18, 0.15], or the
effect of belief on behavior, r(140) = − 0.11, p = .18, 95% CI [− 0.27,
0.05].
These judgments predicted participants’ later evaluations of the
husband’s and friend’s beliefs. We calculated husband-minus-friend or
friend-minus-husband difference scores such that greater positive dif
ferences indicated participants’ judgments that a pessimistic attitude
was worse for the husband to hold or that an optimistic attitude was
better for the husband to hold. We then estimated the correlation be
tween these scores and participants’ prior judgments about the char
acters’ moral obligations to be optimistic. As expected, differences in
obligation correlated with differences in how justified and permissible
the husband’s belief was relative to the friend’s, r(140) = 0.19, p = .02,
95% CI [0.03, 0.35], as well as whether the husband had sufficient ev
idence for his belief, r(140) = 0.19, p = .02, 95% CI [0.02, 0.34].
However, perceived obligation did not significantly correlate with the
moral value of the belief, r(140) = 0.04, p = .63, 95% CI [− 0.12, 0.2], or
with differences in the perceived moral character of the two people, r
(140) = 0.07, p = .44, 95% CI [− 0.10, 0.23].

4.2.4. Across-belief comparisons
Comparisons of participants’ evaluations across the belief conditions
offers a revealing look at how the moral norms operate in this vignette.
Consider Brian’s friend, Patrick, who is not a part of the relationship but
has a preference to be optimistic. Based on Patrick’s evidence, partici
pants indicated that the most accurate estimate was about a 60% chance
of divorce. On average, however, participants reported comparable
ratings for the extent to which his evidence was sufficient to believe that
there is a 70% chance of divorce (M = 3.72, SD = 1.62) as there is a 0%
chance of divorce (M = 4.03, SD = 1.81), t(139.47) = − 1.08, p = .282,
95% CI [− 0.88, 0.26]. And likewise, he was judged equally justified in
believing that there is a 70% (M = 4.62, SD = 1.72) or a 0% (M = 4.74,
SD = 1.45) chance of divorce, t(126.13) = − 0.46, p = .644, 95% CI
[− 0.66, 0.41]. By comparison, even though participants attributed the
same evidence to Brian, the husband, they evaluated his beliefs in a way

8
In the optimistic-belief condition, judgments of the belief’s permissibility
and justification correlated weakly (r = 0.29, p < .001), as did judgments of
how loyal and morally good the agent’s reason was (r = 0.43, p < .001). Our
results are largely the same when analyzing the two items for each judgment
individually (see Supplemental Materials for details). However, the two items
differed in their pattern of correlation with other items. For instance, the
justificatory status of the belief was significantly predicted by morality after
accounting for differences in evidential quality (b = 0.24, SE = 0.09, t = 2.54, p
= .011), but permissibility was only marginally so (b = 0.17, SE = 0.09, t =
1.86, p = .062). Likewise, how “morally good” the belief was significantly
predicted the overall belief quality after accounting for evidential quality (b =
0.21, SE = 0.06, t = 3.45, p = .001), but how “loyal” the belief was did not (b =
0.06, SE = 0.06, t = 1.08, p = .279). We present results for the composite
measure here for readability.
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Fig. 5. Means and standard error (error bars: ±1 standard error) across condition for ratings of moral quality, evidential quality, and overall belief quality in Study 3.
* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001.

past work documenting both an objectivity bias (Ross & Ward, 1996),
and an aversion to discrepant and inaccurate beliefs in others (Golman
et al., 2016), predicts that people will demand that others set aside
moral concerns to form beliefs impartially and solely on the basis of the
evidence. However, we hypothesized that people will sometimes reject a
normative commitment to evidence-based reasoning and treat moral
considerations as legitimate influences on belief. This would entail that
people sometimes prescribe motivated reasoning to others. We then
articulated two ways that people could integrate moral and evidential
value into their evaluations of belief. First, they could treat moral con
siderations as shifting the evidential decision criterion for a belief, which
we called the “evidence criterion shifting hypothesis.” Or, they could
treat a belief’s moral quality as an alternative justification for belief that
they weigh against its evidential quality, the “alternative justification”
hypothesis. Our studies were capable of detecting whether people pre
scribe motivated reasoning to others, and further whether they do so in
line with the evidence criterion shifting hypothesis or the alternative
justification hypothesis.
Across all studies, participants routinely indicated that what a
believer ought to believe, or was justified in believing, should be
affected by what would be morally beneficial to believe. In Study 1,
participants on average reported that what someone ought to believe
should be more optimistic (in favor of what is morally beneficial to
believe) than what is objectively most accurate for that person to believe
based on their evidence. The extent to which participants prescribed
these optimistic beliefs was strongly associated with the amount of
moral benefit they thought an optimistic belief would confer, as
measured by abstract statements such as, “All else being equal, it is
morally good to give your friend the benefit of the doubt.” In Studies 2
and 3, participants reported that someone who would gain a moral
benefit by being optimistic was more justified in adopting an overlyoptimistic belief compared to someone else with the same information
but who lacked a moral justification (and so adopted the overlyoptimistic belief on the basis of a strong preference). Moreover, when
both people adopted an evidence-based belief, the believer who dis
regarded a moral benefit to do so was judged to be less justified than
someone who merely gave up a preference to do so. And finally, in Study
3, participants reported that, even though a spouse and a friend held the
same evidence about the objective chances of the spouse’s divorce, the
spouse had a stronger obligation to remain optimistic about the mar
riage than the friend did. Taken together, these results provide strong
evidence against the idea that people always demand that others form
beliefs based on an impartial and objective evaluation of the evidence.
Consistent with the evidence criterion shifting hypothesis,

4.3. Discussion
Study 3 replicated the prescribed motivated reasoning, evidence
criterion shifting, and alternative justification findings from Study 2
even after ensuring that participants attributed the same evidence to the
socially close and socially distant characters. Moreover, we observed
that the newlywed husband was seen to have more sufficient evidence
for, and more justification to hold, the optimistic belief about his mar
riage (vs. the pessimistic belief) despite the fact that his evidence
objectively favored the pessimistic belief. And, as before, moral evalu
ations of the belief – in this case judgments that the belief exhibits
loyalty – were strongly associated with differences in participants’
evaluations of the evidentiary quality of the belief as well as their
evaluations of the belief’s justifiability.
Study 3 also documented what features of a belief participants
associate with a moral obligation to hold that belief. Before learning
which beliefs the two characters adopted, participants were asked to
make several in-principle judgments about each character and their
potential beliefs. As expected, participants reported that, despite having
the same evidence, the husband was more obligated to remain optimistic
than the friend. This difference in perceived obligation predicted how
participants evaluated the two characters later on. Additionally, par
ticipants anticipated that having an optimistic belief would help the
husband (more-so than the socially distant friend) behave the way he
ought to behave, and partly on that basis, reported that he was obligated
to be optimistic.
Finally, Study 3 ruled out another possible skeptical interpretation of
our findings; namely, that participants are judging the socially close
believer differently because they attribute to that individual less control
over what they believe. The reasoning behind this objection is that
someone may be more permitted to hold a non-evidential belief when
their particular situation causes in them an unintentional and uncon
trollable bias. This objection was not borne out by our data. Consistent
with prior work showing that people attribute to others a great deal of
control over belief (Cusimano & Goodwin, 2019, 2020), participants
attributed high control to both believers and, more importantly, slightly
more control to the socially close believer than they did to the socially
distant believer.
5. General discussion
Dilemmas about what to believe based on the evidence and based on
morality are commonplace. However, we know little about how people
evaluate beliefs in these contexts. One line of reasoning, consistent with
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participants also evaluated others’ beliefs by applying evidential doublestandards to them. In Study 1, participants reported that, relative to an
impartial observer with the same information, someone with a moral
reason to be optimistic had a wider range of beliefs that could be
considered “consistent with” and “based on” the evidence. Critically
however, the broader range of beliefs that were consistent with the same
evidence were only beliefs that were more morally desirable. Morally
undesirable beliefs were not similarly rated more consistent with the
evidence for the main character compared to the impartial observer.
Studies 2 and 3 provided converging evidence using different measures
of perceived evidential quality. In these studies, participants judged that
overly-optimistic beliefs were more likely to pass the threshold of “suf
ficient evidence” when the believer had a good moral reason to adopt
those beliefs, compared to a believer who adopted the same beliefs based
on a mere preference. Likewise, participants judged that beliefs that
disregarded a good moral reason were less likely to have sufficient ev
idence compared to beliefs that disregarded a preference. Importantly,
these differences in evidentiary quality arose even though the two be
liefs were backed by the same objective information. Finally, Study 2
(though not Study 3), documented evidence criterion shifting using an
indirect measure of evidence quality, namely, attributions of knowledge.
In sum, these findings document that one reason why an observer may
prescribe a biased belief is because moral considerations change how
much evidence they deem necessary to hold the belief in an evidentially
satisfactory way.
Finally, these studies were capable of detecting whether or not
people thought that moral considerations could justify holding a belief
beyond what is supported by the evidence – that is, whether moral
reasons constitute an “alternative justification” for belief. Study 1
documented morality playing this role in two out of the six vignettes that
we examined. When prescribing beliefs to a newlywed who is trying to
judge his chance of divorce, about half of participants who prescribed a
motivated belief reported that the newlywed should believe something
that was, by their own lights, inconsistent with his evidence. Studies 2
and 3 revealed a more subtle way in which moral considerations directly
affect belief evaluation. Across all the vignettes, the moral quality of the
belief – such as how helpful or loyal the belief was – predicted partici
pants’ evaluations of how justified and permissible the belief was to hold
even after accounting for the evidential quality of the belief. Thus,
people will sometimes prescribe a belief to someone knowing that the
belief is unsupported by that person’s evidence because the belief con
fers a moral benefit.
Though the focus of the current investigation was to determine
whether people prescribed motivated reasoning in certain common sit
uations, it is important to note that these studies documented substantial
evidence that people think beliefs ought to be constrained by the evi
dence. In Study 1, participants prescribed beliefs that were close to what
they thought was best supported by the evidence (Table 3). Indeed, on
average, participants prescribed beliefs that were pessimistic (i.e., closer
to the evidence) rather than optimistic (i.e., morally preferable) (Fig. 3).
Additionally, Studies 2 and 3 documented a strong association between
the perceived evidentiary quality of the belief and judgments of the
belief’s permissibility and justifiability. Specifically, the less sufficient
the believer’s evidence, the less justifiable and permissible it was for
them to hold the belief. Thus, while these findings show that people will
integrate moral considerations into their belief evaluations, they also
show that people think others should balance these considerations with
the evidence that they have.

belief about either (1) makes one’s belief more likely to be self-fulfilling,
or (2), creates a reason to be more diligent and therefore more with
holding of belief in general. We address each of these two concerns
below.
5.1.1. Self-fulfilling beliefs
Adopting a belief can make certain outcomes more likely. For
instance, adopting an optimistic belief could cause one to feel happier,
try harder at some task, or bring about a beneficial outcome. We hy
pothesized that, sometimes, people treat these effects as constituting
moral reasons to adopt a specific belief. For instance, if adopting an
optimistic belief about a spouse’s prognosis could improve their prog
nosis, then this benefit may constitute a morally good reason to adopt
the optimistic belief. However, when the outcome in question is also
what the belief is about, as it is in this example, then the belief is
potentially a “self-fulfilling” belief. Self-fulfilling beliefs could confound
moral reasons to adopt a belief with evidential reasons to adopt the
belief. This can happen if participants attribute to the believer of a selffulfilling belief the additional belief that their belief is self-fulfilling,
which would then entail that this person has more evidence (in the
form of the belief that they hold) in favor of the outcome that they have
formed a belief about. For instance, participants may infer that, if the
newlywed husband in Study 3 makes it more likely that he will not get
divorced by adopting the belief that he has a 0% chance of divorce, then
the observation that he has formed this belief may constitute additional
evidence that he has a 0% chance of divorce. His friend who adopts the
same belief would not have access to this additional evidence because
the friend’s belief does not affect the husband’s outcome. If participants
reason about beliefs in this way, then it is possible that the cases in
which people seem to be endorsing non-evidential grounds for belief are
really cases in which participants are inferring the presence of new ev
idence stemming from the self-fulfilling belief.
Several findings from the studies above speak against this skeptical
proposal. First, if the socially close character’s beliefs are treated as selffulfilling, and therefore as evidentially self-supporting, then this feature
of their beliefs ought to apply to pessimistic beliefs just as it does to
optimistic ones. However, as we observed in Studies 2 and 3, when the
husband adopts the pessimistic belief, participants judge his belief as
worse than the friend who adopts the same pessimistic belief, directly
contradicting this prediction. Put another way, a self-fulfilling account
predicts that close others will always be judged as better evidentially
situated than distant others. Thus, the statistical interaction between
believer and belief, documented in Studies 2 and 3, rules out this
interpretation. And second, in Studies 1 and 2, prescribed motivated
reasoning, evidence criterion shifting, and alternative justification were
all supported in the Friend scenario. In this scenario, the relevant belief
concerned something that occurred in the past, namely, whether the
cocaine that had been discovered belonged to the friend or not. Because
the belief concerns something in the past, neither an optimistic nor
pessimistic belief could affect its likelihood of being true. Thus, while it
is possible that, in some vignettes, participants could treat self-fulfilling
beliefs as evidentially self-supporting, this potential confound cannot
fully explain our results.
5.1.2. Norms of due diligence
Norms of “due diligence” could explain, in principle, why two people
with the same evidence should hold different beliefs. For example, if
there is nothing in your car, then you may be justified to assume that you
left the windows down based on your knowledge that you usually do.
But if you left a child in the car, then you have a reason to double check
before deciding whether you did or did not – even if you otherwise have
similar reasons to think that you usually leave them down. Prior work
shows that people believe one’s diligence in belief formation should
vary according to the risk imposed by a false belief (McAllister et al.,
1979; Pinillos, 2012), and people in these situations actually do engage
in more thorough reasoning when the risks are high (Fiske & Neuberg,

5.1. Alternative explanations
Two alternative explanations for our findings stem from the obser
vation that we manipulated moral obligation by changing the social
distance between two believers. Rather than social distance affecting the
moral norms that apply to one’s belief, as we hypothesize, it could
instead be the case that being close to the person that one is forming a
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because people hold others to lower standards of evidence for adopting
morally-beneficial optimistic beliefs than they do for pessimistic beliefs,
or otherwise treat these benefits as legitimate reasons to ignore the ev
idence that one has.
Beyond this general observation about why motivated reasoning
may come about or persist, our results also hint at a possible mechanism
for how moral norms for belief facilitate motivated reasoning. Specif
ically, people could acknowledge that one of their beliefs is supported by
less total evidence compared to their other beliefs, but judge that the
belief nevertheless satisfies the demand for sufficient evidence because
the standards for evidence are lower in light of the belief’s moral quality.
As a result, they may not judge it necessary to pursue further evidence,
or to revise their belief in light of modest counter-evidence. As an
example, people could recognize that a belief in God, or a belief in
Karma, is supported by little objective evidence, but at the same time
believe that the little evidence they have nevertheless constitutes suffi
cient evidence in light of the moral benefit that the belief confers (see
McPhetres & Zuckerman, 2017, and Lobato, Tabatabaeian, Fleming,
Sulzmann, & Holbrook, 2019, for some preliminary findings consistent
with this proposal; see James, 1937, and Pace, 2011, for fuller discussion
of how to evaluate evidence for morally beneficial beliefs). Although this
is speculative, it naturally follows from the findings presented here and
presents a valuable direction for future research.

1990; Kunda, 1990; Mayseless & Kruglanski, 1987; Newell & Bröder,
2008; Payne, Bettman, & Johnson, 1993). Thus, perhaps the main
characters in Study 1 have a wider range of beliefs consistent with the
evidence than the AI because they need to be more diligent in their
reasoning than the AI does, and therefore require more evidence before
becoming too confident. Likewise, in Studies 2 and 3, perhaps partici
pants think that people should reason more diligently about those to
whom they are close compared to those to whom they are distant, and
this norm explains why believers were evaluated negatively for adopting
pessimistic beliefs. In sum, perhaps changes in social distance affect how
diligent one must be when reasoning, rather than affecting whether one
ought to reason in a motivated or biased way.
However, norms of diligence also fail to fully explain results from
these studies. In Study 1, a due diligence explanation would predict that
a wider range of beliefs would be consistent with the evidence, such that
a wider range of morally-undesirable beliefs would also be permitted for
the characters but not the AI. However, we observed evidence criterion
shifting only for more morally-desirable beliefs, not for more morallyundesirable beliefs, inconsistent with predictions based on due dili
gence. Similarly, in Studies 2 and 3, a due diligence explanation would
predict that, based on the same amount of information, the socially close
character would be less justified to adopt any belief, whether optimistic
or pessimistic. Yet, the statistical interaction we observe rules this out:
Whereas socially close observers were judged poorly for adopting the
morally-undesirable (but evidentially-better) belief, these differences
were either attenuated or reversed for the morally-desirable, optimistic
belief. Thus, our data suggest that being a person rather than an AI, or
having a close relationship as opposed to having a distal one, does not
impose a demand to be careful in your beliefs, but instead imposes a
demand to be partial.

5.3. Moderating prescribed motivated reasoning
Though we have demonstrated that people prescribe motivated
reasoning to others under some conditions, we have not offered a
comprehensive treatment of the conditions under which this occurs.
Indeed, we did not observe prescribed motivated reasoning in the Bully
vignette in Study 2, or the Sex vignette in Study 1, despite their simi
larity to the other vignettes. One straightforward explanation is that the
relevant moral norms in those vignettes did not outweigh demands to be
accurate. Indeed, participants reported on average the least moral
concern for the Sex vignette, raising the possibility that a putative de
mand to favor a particular belief in that scenario was not strong enough
to override the norm to be objective.9 Likewise, in the Bully vignette,
there could have been strong reasons to be diligent and accurate that
directly competed with reasons to be partial, but which we had not
foreseen when constructing our materials. For instance, participants
may have believed that the teacher had a moral responsibility to be
clear-eyed about the bully in order to protect the other students. This
explanation is speculative, but it is consistent with prior work doc
umenting that people temper their recommendations for over-optimism
when the risks outweigh the potential benefits. For instance, Tenney
et al. (2015) found that people were less likely to prescribe optimism to
others when those others were in the process of making a decision
compared to when a decision had already been made. This was pre
sumably because making a decision on wrong information is unneces
sarily risky in a way that over-optimism after a decision is not. In
general, these considerations suggest that, just as people are sensitive to
the benefits of accuracy and bias when setting their own reasoning goals
(c.f. Kruglanski, 2004), it is likely that they incorporate the comparative
advantages of accuracy and bias when prescribing beliefs to others.
Though we tested a wide range of scenarios in the current studies, the
range of morally beneficial beliefs was still relatively limited. Specif
ically, many of the scenarios we tested invoked moral obligations that
stem from one’s close personal relationships. However, it is possible that
people will sometimes endorse moral demands that extend to distant
others and that outweigh the normal demands to be partial towards

5.2. Implications for motivated reasoning
Psychologists have long speculated that commonplace deviations
from rational judgments and decisions could reflect commitments to
different normative standards for decision making rather than merely
cognitive limitations or unintentional errors (Cohen, 1981; Koehler,
1996; Tribe, 1971). This speculation has been largely confirmed in the
domain of decision making, where work has documented that people
will refuse to make certain decisions because of a normative commit
ment to not rely on certain kinds of evidence (Nesson, 1985; Wells,
1992), or because of a normative commitment to prioritize deontolog
ical concerns over utility-maximizing concerns (Baron & Spranca, 1997;
Tetlock et al., 2000). And yet, there has been comparatively little
investigation in the domain of belief formation. While some work has
suggested that people evaluate beliefs in ways that favor non-objective,
or non-evidential criteria (e.g., Armor et al., 2008; Cao et al., 2019;
Metz, Weisberg, & Weisberg, 2018; Tenney et al., 2015), this work has
failed to demonstrate that people prescribe beliefs that violate what
objective, evidence-based reasoning would warrant. To our knowledge,
our results are the first to demonstrate that people will knowingly
endorse non-evidential norms for belief, and specifically, prescribe
motivated reasoning to others.
Our results therefore warrant a fresh look at old explanations for
irrationality. Most relevant are overconfidence or optimism biases
documented in the domain of close relationships (e.g., Baker & Emery,
1993; Srivastava, McGonigal, Richards, Butler, & Gross, 2006) and
health (e.g., Thompson, Sobolew-Shubin, Galbraith, Schwankovsky, &
Cruzen, 1993). Past work has suggested that the ultimate explanation for
motivated reasoning could derive from the downstream benefits for the
believers (Baumeister, 1989; Murray & Holmes, 1997; Taylor & Brown,
1988; Srivastava et al., 2006; but see Neff & Geers, 2013, and Tenney
et al., 2015). Our findings suggest more proximate explanations for
these biases: That lay people see these beliefs as morally beneficial and
treat these moral benefits as legitimate grounds for motivated reasoning.
Thus, overconfidence or over-optimism may persist in communities

9
Our suggestion that people do not associate the act of making an inference
about another person′ s social status on the basis of sex with immorality is
consistent with prior findings that people often do exactly that (e.g., Cao et al.,
2019).
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5.4. Prescribing motivated reasoning for moral or non-moral reasons

one’s friends and family. For instance, if someone’s friend has been
accused of sexual assault, it is possible that observers will no longer
prescribe giving that friend the benefit of the doubt. Instead, one’s moral
obligations to the potential victims may demand either being perfectly
objective or perhaps even weighing the alleged victim’s testimony more
heavily than the friend’s. As this example highlights, the moral reasons
that sometimes justify motivated beliefs in our studies may be out
weighed by reasons that confer different kinds of moral benefits (beyond
the possible benefit of accurate reasoning discussed above).
Importantly, which moral norms are salient to observers, and indeed
whether observers moralize mental states at all, differs across in
dividuals, religious communities, and cultures (Graham et al., 2013).
For instance, it may be that Christians are more likely to demand of
others that they form respectful beliefs about parents (irrespective of the
evidence) compared to Jews, because Christians (relative to Jews) are
more likely to judge disrespectful attitudes as morally wrong and under
the believer’s control (Cohen & Rozin, 2001). Likewise, conservatives
may be more likely to demand partial beliefs about friends or authority
figures in light of their tendency to attach greater value to these moral
norms (Graham, Haidt, & Nosek, 2009). Future work would benefit from
rigorously documenting what beliefs people moralize, and in what sit
uations people believe motivated reasoning will be beneficial.
A final moderating factor that we did not explore in our studies
concerns the extent to which epistemic rationality may be valued
differently across individuals. Some prior work has suggested that
people vary in their intuitive commitment to objective, logical, and
evidence-based reasoning (Pennycook et al., 2020; Ståhl et al., 2016). If
these individual differences reflect the degree to which individuals
intrinsically value epistemic rationality, then on average these in
dividuals should be less sensitive to changes in the moral benefits of
motivated reasoning. However, prior work measuring commitment to
rationality has not investigated why certain individuals tend to value
epistemic rationality more than others. This omission is important
because there are potentially many reasons why someone may cate
gorically reject bias – morally motivated or otherwise (Chignell, 2018).
In our view, this remains an underexplored, but valuable, domain of
research.
To summarize, it is likely the case that whether people prescribe
motivated reasoning to others reflects a complex integration of (i)
situational demands to be accurate, (ii) situational demands to adopt a
morally beneficial belief (where more than one moral norm may come
into play, and where such norms are likely to vary across culture), and
(iii) individual differences in the extent to which people value accuracy
and objectivity over other qualities of belief. Our results suggest that a
large proportion of people feel the tug of moral benefits of belief in at
least some common social scenarios, but much work remains to be done.

The studies above provide strong support for the claim that, in the
lay ethics of belief, morality can justify motivated reasoning, therein
raising the question of whether moral value is the only kind of nonevidential consideration that people explicitly endorse in belief forma
tion. Specifically, it raises the question of whether people think others
should adopt beliefs that are merely useful (but not morally beneficial).
We found that moral considerations were treated as a better justification
for motivated reasoning compared to mere preferences (Studies 2–3),
but these studies do not definitively rule out the possibility that a large
personal benefit could also justify motivated reasoning in the eyes of
observers. Some philosophers have famously argued in favor of this
possibility, as when Pascal (1852) concluded that, despite a paucity of
evidence, he ought to believe that God exists or else risk incalculable
suffering after death. Whether people judge that these kinds of benefits
can justify motivated belief warrants further investigation.
6. Conclusion
People often engage in motivated reasoning in situations where there
are good moral reasons to adopt a belief that is not supported by their
evidence. Do people think that they and others are believing poorly in
these situations, or do they believe that moral reasons are legitimate
grounds for belief? The present findings show strong support for the
latter. Across three studies, many participants prescribed motivated
reasoning to others, reported that morally beneficial beliefs require less
evidence to be justified, and that, in some circumstances, a morally
beneficial belief can be justified even in the absence of sufficient evi
dence. These results overturn a long-standing assumption that people
believe others ought to be impartial, and base their beliefs on the evi
dence, under all circumstances. These results also suggest another
reason that motivated beliefs emerge and persist: People think that they
ought to.
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Appendix A
Items measuring belief’s moral and other qualities in Study 1
The first two items measure endorsement of moral considerations. The second two items were distractor items measuring how personally beneficial
an optimistic belief would be.
Bully
Being a good teacher requires treating your students as individuals, and not making assumptions about them based on their background.
All else being equal, it is morally good for teachers not to assume that a child will be a poor student.
It would make Moira feel good to believe that the Chad will behave well tomorrow.
Moira will personally benefit if she believes that Chad will behave well tomorrow.
Cancer
Being helpful and supportive requires staying optimistic even in the face of bad news.
All else being equal, it is morally good to stay optimistic when helping friends and family through hard times.
It would make Amy feel good to believe that Jordan will recover.
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Amy will personally benefit if she believes that Jordan will recover.
Friend
Being a loyal friend to someone requires giving that person the benefit of the doubt, even when doing so requires questioning what other people
have said about them.
All else being equal, it is morally good to give your friend the benefit of the doubt.
It would make Adam feel good to believe that John is innocent.
Adam will personally benefit if he gives John the benefit of the doubt.
Marriage
Being a good spouse requires treating your relationship as unique, and not making assumptions about it or your partner based on others.
All else being equal, it is morally good for spouses to assume that their marriage will not end in divorce.
It would make Brian feel good to believe that he and Maya will never divorce.
Brian will personally benefit if he believes that he and Maya will never divorce.
Race
Treating others with respect means treating them as individuals, and not making assumptions about them based on their race.
All else being equal, it is morally good not to assume that a black man is dangerous.
It would make Dara feel good to believe that Michael is not dangerous.
Dara will personally benefit if she believes that Michael is not dangerous.
Sex

Treating others with respect requires treating them as individuals, and not making assumptions about them based on their sex/gender.
All else being equal, it is morally good not to assume that a woman has a low-status job instead of a high-status job.
It would make Brian feel good to believe that the approaching woman is Dr. Adem.
Brian will personally benefit if he believes that the approaching woman is Dr. Adem.

Items measuring the belief’s moral quality in Study 2
Bully
How morally good is Moira/Benny’s reasoning about whether Chad will be well-behaved?
How helpful/constructive is Moira/Benny’s belief that Chad will be well-behaved tomorrow?
Cancer
How morally good is Amy/the oncologist’s reasoning about whether Jordan will recover?
How loyal to Jordan is Amy/the oncologist’s belief that Jordan will recover?
Friend
How morally good is Jasmine/Adam’s reasoning about whether John is guilty?
How loyal is Jasmine/Adam’s belief that John is guilty?
Marriage
How morally good is Brian/Patrick’s reasoning about whether he/Brian and Maya will get divorced?
How loyal to Maya is Brian/Patrick’s belief that there is no chance that he/Brian and Maya will get divorced?
Items measuring the belief’s moral quality in Study 3
How morally good is Brian/Patrick’s reasoning about whether he/Brian and Maya will get divorced?
How loyal to Maya is Brian/Patrick’s belief that there is no chance that he/Brian and Maya will get divorced?
Appendix B

Table B1
Means (and standard deviation) for all dependent measures across the four vignettes in Study 2.
Vignette

Bully

Cancer

Dependent Measure

Overall Belief Evaluation
Moral Character
Sufficient Evidence
Knowledge
Moral Quality of Belief
Overall Belief Evaluation
Moral Character
Sufficient Evidence
Knowledge

Evidence-based belief

Optimistic belief

Moral Reason

Preference reason

Moral Reason

Preference reason

5.76 (1.11)
5.31 (1.15)
5.15 (1.32)
4.93 (1.27)
4.06 (1.35)
5.50 (1.25)
5.22 (1.41)
5.03 (1.31)
4.75 (1.32)

5.53
5.18
4.97
4.64
4.09
5.49
5.06
5.12
4.92

4.41 (1.47)
5.86 (0.93)
3.30 (1.44)
2.56 (1.84)
5.10 (1.26)
5.45 (1.24)
6.07 (0.94)
4.34 (1.31)
3.39 (2.09)

3.94 (1.50)
5.29 (1.17)
3.08 (1.47)
2.53 (1.89)b
4.37 (1.45)b
4.57 (1.32)b
5.42 (1.15)b
3.66 (1.49)b
2.77 (1.91)b

(1.44)
(1.16)
(1.55)
(1.42)
(1.24)
(1.34)
(1.28)
(1.47)
(1.24)

Predicted interaction

*
*
*
*
*
*
(continued on next page)
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Table B1 (continued )
Vignette

Friend

Marriage

Dependent Measure

Moral Quality of Belief
Overall Belief Evaluation
Moral Character
Sufficient Evidence
Knowledge
Moral Quality of Belief
Overall Belief Evaluation
Moral Character
Sufficient Evidence
Knowledge
Moral Quality of Belief

Evidence-based belief

Optimistic belief

Moral Reason

Preference reason

Moral Reason

Preference reason

4.41 (1.53)
5.27 (1.40)
4.85 (1.34)
4.28 (1.40)
3.80 (1.88)
3.99 (1.29)
3.65 (1.73)
4.27 (1.55)
2.98 (1.72)
3.38 (1.91)
3.03 (1.51)

4.34
5.36
4.83
4.29
3.82
4.27
4.82
4.82
3.70
3.18
3.89

6.15 (0.90)
4.76 (1.29)
5.55 (1.07)
3.24 (1.37)
3.53 (1.98)
5.62 (0.87)
5.53 (1.38)
5.94 (1.06)
4.72 (1.65)
4.84 (1.45)
6.21 (1.06)

5.29 (1.22)b
4.23 (1.49)b
5.14 (0.92)b
3.00 (1.43)b
2.72 (1.79)b
4.64 (1.17)b
4.65 (1.62)b
5.53 (1.27)b
3.81 (1.89)b
4.01 (1.87)b
5.25 (1.40)b

(1.35)
(1.41)
(1.20)
(1.49)
(1.86)
(1.23)a
(1.78)a
(1.22)a
(1.76)a
(1.95)a
(1.40)a

Predicted interaction

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Notes. Participants made judgments on 1–7 rating scales; higher numbers mean more positive judgments.
a
Participants provided more negative evaluation of the moral reason character than the preference reason character when they adopted the evidence-based belief (p
< .05).
b
Participants provided a more positive evaluation of the moral reason character than the preference reason character when they adopted the optimistic, desirable
belief (p < .05).

Appendix C
Study 3 Vignette Text:
Brian and Maya are high school sweethearts. They met on the first day of class their first year of high school. They were both interested in musical
theater and started volunteering and performing in school plays together. A year later, they revealed to each other that they had feelings for one
another and started to date. They dated all throughout high school and then started college together. In their second year of college, though they were
each only 19-years-old, Brian proposed to Maya and she said yes. They soon after went to the courthouse with a close friend of theirs and got married.
During the ceremony, Brian promised to love, trust, and be faithful to Maya for the rest of his life.
About a month after the marriage, Brian stumbles across a recent scientific study on marriage. The study presents statistics about which marriages
tend to last the longest and which ones quickly end in divorce. When Brian finds the data for his and Maya’s age and relationship length, he reads that
70% of couples similar to him and Maya divorce within 5 years. Brian had never seen this statistic before. In fact, he had assumed that the divorce rate
was much lower for couples his age. Brian is shaken. He thinks that his relationship with Maya is very good. But, based on the study he read, he also
knows that just about everyone his age who got married thought the same thing about their own relationships.
Brian decides to talk about this with his friend, Patrick, who has known the two of them for as long as they have been together. Patrick asks Brian to
list out all the things about his relationship with Maya that are good, and all the things that are bad. Brian does so, and goes on to tell Patrick about how
he feels about Maya, what he likes and dislikes, what his gut tells him, and everything he hopes will come to pass. Finally, Brian tells Patrick about the
study he just read, which Patrick also had not known about. In return, Patrick tells Brian everything he has observed about their relationship - the
positive and the negative - from an outside perspective.
Brian and Patrick talk for a long time. Eventually, Patrick has all the same relevant information that Brian has about Brian and Maya’s relationship.
Brian cannot think of anything he personally knows that Patrick does not also now know, and vice versa. It seems like Brian and Maya’s relationship is
very similar to other couples who have recently married: they are deeply in love, agree on many things, but still have occasional fights over trivial
things. Unlike many other recently married couples, however, they are very young and they have never dated anyone else. Brian and Patrick agree that
Brian and Maya may grow and change in unexpected ways over the next few years.
Assume that Brian has shared everything he can think of with Patrick, and that Patrick has shared everything that he can think of too, so that they
now have the exact same relevant information.
Table C1
Belief adoption text in each condition in Study 3.
Social distance
condition
Moral reason

Preference
reason

Belief condition
Optimistic belief

Evidence-based belief

Brian says to Patrick that he has an obligation to believe that he and Maya will
never divorce. After all, he made a vow to love and support her forever. If he
doubts that will happen then it will be like he did not make that promise.
Moreover, he knows that thinking positively will help him be a better husband.

Brian says to Patrick that he has an obligation to believe that he and Maya will
never divorce. After all, he made a vow to love and support her forever. If he
doubts that will happen then it will be like he did not make that promise.
Moreover, he knows that thinking positively will help him be a better husband.

Brian thinks about everything that he and Patrick discussed and thinks about
his duty as Maya’s husband. In the end, based on his duty to Maya, Brian
decides to believe that within the next five years there is no chance that he and
Maya will get divorced.
Although Patrick knows Brian very well, he has no obligations towards him or
Maya. However, thinking about anyone getting divorced makes him sad, so he
has a strong preference to believe that no one will ever get divorced.

Brian thinks about everything that he and Patrick discussed and thinks about
his duty as Maya’s husband. In the end, Brian sets aside his obligation to Maya
and decides to believe that within the next five years there is a 70% chance that
he and Maya will get divorced.
Although Patrick knows Brian very well, he has no obligations towards him or
Maya. However, thinking about anyone getting divorced makes him sad, so he
has a strong preference to believe that no one will ever get divorced.

Patrick thinks about everything that he and Brian discussed and thinks also
about his preferences. In the end, based on his preference, Patrick decides to
believe that within the next five years there is no chance that Brian and Maya
will get divorced

Patrick thinks about everything that he and Brian discussed and thinks also
about his preferences. In the end, Patrick sets aside his preference and decides
to believe that within the next five years there is a 70% chance that Brian and
Maya will get divorced.
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Appendix D. Supplementary data
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cognition.2020.104513.
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